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Abstract
This report presents the final design for our device made for Mrs. Laura Jagels. Mrs. Jagels, who
has an above the knee amputation, needed a device that would allow her to operate a manual car
in a safe and reliable way that still gives her the traditional driving experience. This report takes
into consideration the shortcomings of current market devices that enable amputees to operate
vehicles. From this research and through interviews with Mrs. Jagels, we were able to decide on
our device specifications, giving us a basis to objectively evaluate designs. Ideation and concept
prototype building was performed for the following functions and characteristics: pedal
selection, pedal modulation, device attachment. Based on this ideation, Pugh Matrix analysis and
a Weighted Decision Matrix on full concept models, we devised a design direction that was
approved by Mrs. Jagels. We then finalized part selection and built the final prototype. We also
discuss and justify our design decisions, present out manufacturing process, discuss our testing
results, and break down the total cost of the device. We end the report with insights and
recommendations to further improve the device.
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1. Introduction
Laura Jagels is a San Luis Obispo Engineer and Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Alumni who
was in a motorcycle accident resulting in an above the knee amputation. Mrs. Jagels would like
the ability to drive a manual transmission vehicle as originally intended, using her legs to control
the clutch, brake and gas. As a team of four California Polytechnic State University Mechanical
Engineering Seniors, we created a device for her to operate a manual transmission vehicle as our
capstone project. This document includes information regarding the adaptive vehicle device that
was created for Mrs. Jagels. Specifically, we will be presenting the design process for the final
verification prototype. The design process started with building the problem statement based on
background research on our client, similar products and current regulations. Once we understood
the design challenge and our client's needs, we created specifications to ensure those needs were
met. Finally, we began ideation on the basic functions that must be done by the device: pedal
selection, pedal modulation and device attachment. Using the solutions that arose during the
ideation sessions, a Pugh Matrix was created for each function. Full functioning concept designs
were created as combinations of the best solutions from the Pugh Matrices. Using a Weighted
Decision Matrix and guidance from our sponsor, we were able to decide on a design direction
which was approved by Mrs. Jagels during the Preliminary Design Review. Since the design
direction approval, we have built the final prototype. In this report, we will go into details
regarding its final design. This includes information and justification for why we chose specific
parts as well as the total costs for this device. We will then go into detail about the
manufacturing process which includes exactly how the final prototype’s parts were purchased,
assembled, and could be modified if needed. Finally, we will go into detail about the testing
conducted to see if our device met all the required specifications. This document ends with a
project management section to show the timeline upon which this project was completed and a
recommendations section which mentions what the team would have done differently and what
others should do if they were to make a similar project.

2. Background
Our sponsor, Laura Jagels, is the only intended user of our future product. All our research has
been done with our single customer in mind, who needs a custom solution. When interviewing
Mrs. Jagels, we learned many things about her capabilities and vision for the end solution. Mrs.
Jagels, who has an above the knee amputation on her right leg, cannot use her prosthetic leg to
drive. The Endolite Linx that she uses to walk has a chip that predicts her gait and allows her to
walk smoothly, but in a sitting position the leg becomes inactive and she does not have control of
the free hanging leg. This is why she currently shifts her body and uses her left leg for the gas
and brake while driving automatic cars. In her ideal solution, she will be able once again drive a
manual vehicle as originally intended (using the right leg for the gas and brake), but she would
also be open to using her right leg for the clutch. The objective is to not have hand controls for
foot functions. She does not expect or want her current prosthetic to be a part of the solution. For
the solution, she envisions a device that utilizes her ability to move her right residual limb up and
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down or side to side. Because Mrs. Jagels is not the only one driving the target manual cars, the
device cannot permanently modify the vehicle. The device must also be removable so the car can
be driven in the standard fashion. Ideally, the device would work on a 2003 Ford Focus, a 1986
Toyota Celica, and a 1963 Corvette.
In our research, we found other people who also required devices or modifications to enable
them to once again drive manual cars. The first example we found was a user on a Fuelly blog
from 2009. The user “GasSavers_Erik” “became an RAK (right leg above knee) amputee” in
2009 (GasSavers_Erik). The resulting conversation from the thread explored a variety of options.
The first of which was a hand throttle and extended pole attached to the right leg which
controlled the brake. This later developed into using pedal extenders for easier access, but this
solution was determined to be “pretty awkward”. The final solution was a left-hand clutch
system mounted near the steering wheel. By controlling the clutch with his left hand
GasSavers_Erik was able to control the gas and brake with his left foot. Another example we
found was racecar driver Liam Dwyer, who can be seen with his racecar in Figure 1 and wearing
his racing prophetic attachment in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Driver Liam Dwyer (“Connecticut Marine”)

Figure 2. Driver Liam Dwyer (“Mazda Racer”)

Dwyer became a left leg above knee amputee after an IED took off most of his left leg while on
deployment in Afghanistan. In order to once again drive manual racecars, Dwyer and his team
developed mounts for the clutch, including easily removable attachments for fast driver swaps
during races (Koerner). Another point of interest that came up in Dwyer’s story is the possibility
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for his leg to fall off. Due to his rigorous activity and extensive sweating while racing, one time
his prosthetic leg came off at the suction cup (Antoine). Another consideration Dwyer had to
have in mind while driving was that “When the prosthesis' socket liner slips, my leg starts
'pistoning'—the skin is being pulled up and down, and my leg becomes engorged with blood. If
that happens and the skin breaks, that's an immediate infection and can mean further amputation.
No racing. Probably not even walking.” (Antoine). As an extreme solution to this problem,
Dwyer got an osseointegration; a titanium rod inserted into his femur with a socket connection
for his prosthetic. To tie this knowledge back into our design problem: it is very important that
Mrs. Jagels’ interaction with our device is reliably comfortable and not abrasive in all situations.
In addition to the information gathered on our customer and case studies, we also created a
survey to collect data on the footbox of manual vehicles. The objective was to collect general
information on the length, height, location, and travel of all three pedals. This information has
assisted in creating a device that works in a range of vehicles. The survey was sent out to the Fall
Senior Capstone Class of 2020 and personal team member contacts. For data collection
consistency, the survey offered ranges of values for measurement options. The applicable data
for our concept design can be viewed in Appendix A. The useful information from this survey
that will affect our concept design are the width, height, location and travel of the clutch. Of the
eleven different vehicles surveyed, all had a clutch pedal face height between 2 and 3 inches. Ten
out of eleven vehicles had a clutch pedal face width between 2 and 3 inches. The clutch travel
and location were not as consistent between vehicles. The travel ranged from 3.5 to over 8
inches. Meanwhile the distance of the clutch to the left wall of the vehicle foot box ranged from
3 to above 7 inches. General assumptions can be made that the size of the clutch pedal is
relatively consistent, but the clutch actuation, travel, and distance from the left wall of the
vehicle foot box vary considerably between vehicles.

2.1 Current Product and Patent Research

While Mrs. Jagels has not used any product to assist her driving, we felt it necessary to perform
background research on existing products in the market that Mrs. Jagels would most likely use.
This allowed us to determine what has been done and how well it has been done in the past. Most
products that we felt related to and fulfilled the customer’s needs and wants were driving hand
controls, but we did find a few other products in the form of electronic clutches.
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Duck Clutch

Figure 3. Duck Clutch (“Duck Automatic”)

Figure 4. Duck Clutch Lever in Operation (“Duck Automatic”)

The first product we researched was the Duck Clutch. It is an electronic clutch that allows the
driver to use their hand to control the clutch pedal. This is done is by installing a new gear shifter
knob with a small lever that connects to the clutch pedal. This gear shifter and lever is shown
above in Figure 3 and Figure 4. This type of electronic clutch removes the need for using your
left leg to operate the clutch, which in Mrs. Jagels’ case, frees her left leg up to be used on the
gas and brake pedals. While this product would allow Mrs. Jagels to drive her manual car in a
more effective manner, it did not meet many of Mrs. Jagels’ needs and wants. For a more in
depth look at how this product met the customer’s needs and wants, see Section 3.2 and
Appendix B.
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QuicStick Hand Controls

Figure 5. QuicStick Hand Controls (“QuicStick Portable”)

Figure 6. QuicStick Hand Controls in Use with Left Hand (“QuicStick Portable”)

Out of all the hand control products that we researched, the portable hand controls by QuicStick
in Figure 5 was by far the most popular. This product works by attaching two long rods to the
gas and brake pedals, which then run up to the torso of the driver, allowing the two rods to be
controlled by hand. It can be used for both right and left-handed people. The thumb operates the
gas pedal, while the hand operates the brake. An example of the left-handed operation of the
QuicStick can be seen in Figure 6 above. While this was a solid solution to the problem Mrs.
Jagels presented us with, this product is not intended for use with a manual vehicle. Another
downfall with this product was that it also does not incorporate the use of Mrs. Jagels’ upper
right leg, which was something we determined was important for her. For a more in depth look at
how this product met the customer’s needs and wants, see Section 3.2 and Appendix B.
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Freedom Staff Hand Controls

Figure 7. Unassembled Freedom Staff Hand Controls (“Freedom Staff”)

Figure 8. Freedom Staff Attached to Gas and Brake Pedal (“Freedom Staff”)
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Similar to the QuicStick hand controls mentioned previously, the Freedom Staff works by
controlling two long rods, which are attached to the gas and brake pedals, with your right hand.
Instead of using your thumb and hand to operate the gas pedal and brake pedal like the
QuicStick, the Freedom Staff requires the driver to gently push the lever to brake and pull the
lever to accelerate. The Freedom Staff completely unassembled and installed can be seen in
Figure 7 and Figure 8, respectively. This product is not designed to be used in manual
transmission vehicle, which is not helpful in our case since the vehicle Mrs. Jagels will use is a
manual transmission car. It also does not incorporate the use of Mrs. Jagels’ upper right leg. For
a more in depth look at how this product met the customer’s needs and wants, see Section 3.2
and Appendix B.
MPD Push Pull Quad Floor Mount

Figure 9. MPD Push-Pull Quad Floor Mount in Use (“MPD Floor Mount”)

This product, like the other three mentioned above, is designed to be controlled by your hand.
The MPD Floor Mount shown in Figure 9 gives the driver control over the gas and brake pedals
by using a push-pull motion. It is designed for use in full size vans and lowered minivans with
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automatic transmissions. This product can also be adjusted in a multitude of ways, such as
vertical height, horizontal position, stroke and effort. One feature that sets it apart from other
products is that it has turn signal switches integrated into its handle. Like the other products we
researched, the MPD Floor Mount does not incorporate the use of Mrs. Jagels’ upper right leg
and is designed for automatic transmission vehicles only. For a more in depth look at how this
product met the customer’s needs and wants, see Section 3.2 and Appendix B.
The following table shows a list of relevant patents researched for this project. Table 1 includes
information on the patent product name, number, type, and general description.
Table 1. Related Patents

PATENT
NAME:

PATENT
NUMBER:

PRODUCT
TYPE:

Hand Control for
Motor Vehicles

US3373628

Hand Controls

US2602348A

Hand Controls

Hand Control for
Automotive
Vehicles
Driving
Accessory for
Handicapped
Drivers
Portable Hand
Control
Apparatus

US8196697B2

US4424723

Hand Controls

Hand Controls

DESCRIPTION:
-for automatic transmission
-difficult to install
-not for all vehicles
-does not interfere with foot
-for automatic transmissions
-two levers for use
-push and pull operation
-detachable
-control rods
-hand controls brake
-thumb controls gas

In our research for related patents, we found that most were different types of hand controls.
None of these patents seen in Table 1 showed us anything different than what we found in our
product research. The main thought across the board in these patents was to use a hand control
with a long rod attached to the pedals. They were all specifically designed for automatic
transmission vehicles which again is not what we are looking for. What we did find most
interesting about the patent research was that some of these patents go back as far as the 1950s,
meaning variations of the same concepts have been designed and used for the last 70 years. This
gives us an opportunity to create something that has not been done before, now that we know
what has been done.

2.2 Literary Research

In order to further understand the scope of the project, further research was done to investigate
the things that will affect the development of the product. We did research on Mrs. Jagels’
secondary prosthetic leg, the OTTO Bock 3R60 in order to understand its functionality and see if
there is a possibility to have our device centered around the usage of this prosthetic. It is
important to note that we investigated her secondary prosthetic because her primary prosthetic,
the Endolite Linx, has a microprocessor which makes it harder to alter. According to “Design
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Principles, Biomechanical Data and Clinical Experience with a Polycentric Knee Offering
Controlled Stance Phase Knee Flexion: A Preliminary Report”, the OTTO Bock 3R60 works
great for walking as knee flexing is more stable. However, the article noted that the device works
best when it is weight bearing. Since Mrs. Jagels will be driving while sitting down, the
prosthetic has no weight bearing effect. Knowing this allows us to understand that we may not be
able to use the prosthetic for this project unless we find a way to mimic the standing scenario.
“A Driving Device for Leg Amputees” mentions a similar situation to that of Mrs. Jagels. They
state that it is impossible for their client to lift his right leg prosthesis from the accelerator to the
foot brake because his amputation was above the knee (Pascal). This is because as the person is
in a sitting position, the prosthetic leg falls back to a 90 degrees angle. The group created a
device that locks the user’s leg at the desired effective angle, allowing them to use their
prosthetic leg to move from the accelerator to the foot brake. This article suggests that it may be
possible to use Mrs. Jagels’ prosthetic leg so long as the device takes into consideration what
angle the prosthetic is more easily controlled when sitting.
Research also led to other projects that have been done before. For a Senior Project team whose
project was “Development of Zero-Leg Input Manual Transmission Driving Interface”, the team
took on a similar problem involving a person with reduced leg mobility drive a manual
transmission vehicle. For the case of that Senior Project group, they were looking for a solution
for someone with a double leg amputation, which required all hand controls. Despite the
difference, the literary and background research conducted by the team was very similar to ours,
including the product research. Their report exposed potential issues for our design. For example,
the team addressed concerns about the pedal shape and space for the developed product, which is
something our team considered early on.

2.3 Applicable Industry Codes, Standards, and Regulations

The standards and regulations below show some of the legal standings of modifying cars for
people with disabilities and show testing procedures for reliability. Further regulations exist for
vehicle modification and can be found in 49 CFR, but these are the most pertinent to our project.
• 49 CFR § 595.7 - Requirements for vehicle modifications to accommodate people with
disabilities
o This requirement states that “businesses modifying vehicles to enable someone
with a disability to operate them are exempt from the make inoperative
prohibition of 49 U.S.C. 30122” (49 CFR 595.7)
o This code means that our device does not need certification for safety standards to
be operable in the United States
• 49 CFR 571.102 - Standard No. 102 Transmission shift position sequence, starter
interlock and transmission braking effect
o This requirement states that a starter interlock only is necessary on automatic
transmission cars and does not include a requirement for manual transmission
vehicles. This requirement does not forbid the use of starter interlock on manual
transmission vehicles, and as such some models may have it (49 CFR)
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•

o Due to automotive manufactures abiding by this code on possibly all cars we need
to make sure our device can properly address all steps to start the car, such as
clutch start interlocks
ASTM E3159 – 18 Standard Guide for General Reliability
o This standard covers reliability estimation and calculation methods for simple
components, processes system or complex final products (Compass)
o Our device will have to be reliable in normal operation and this code will help
with component reliability verification

3. Objectives
Laura Jagels, an above the right knee amputee, needs a way to safely and effectively operate a
manual car using all her limbs, because current hand clutch products don't deliver the original
driving experience.
Figure 10 includes a boundary diagram for our project. This method allowed us to understand
what is the area that would be impacted by our device including what aspects of the vehicle must
interact with our device.

Figure 10. Project Boundary Diagram

As noted by the dashed lines in the diagram, the device will ideally interact with the floor of the
driver’s side of the vehicle. The device will actuate a single pedal or multiple pedals depending
on the design direction but must not directly obstruct the other pedals. The device has the
freedom of being anywhere inside of the vehicle if it does not interfere with the use of the
vehicle controls.

10

3.1 Customer Wants & Needs

Before developing the product, it is crucial to understand what it is that the customer truly needs
and what the customer wants. The ideal situation would be to satisfy each of Mrs. Jagels’ wants
and needs. If that it is not possible, then at a minimum, all the needs must be satisfied. The
following list includes Mrs. Jagels’ wants and needs indicated by a must if it is a need and a
should if it is a want.
The device must:
• be removable and not require any modifications to the vehicle
• be easily installed by Mrs. Jagels
• not block vehicle controls in the event of failure, particularly the brake
• be intuitive and easy to learn
• fit within the geometry of the vehicle without causing harm to other components of the
vehicle
• be safe to use, specifically with a backup method in case of failure
• have a high factor of safety during use
• have high reliability during standard operation
• use her right leg for a vehicle control function
• work on a manual 2003 Ford Focus
The device should:
• work for a variety of manual vehicles
• not be tiresome to use during standard operation
• be low cost in development and production
• have a comfortable interface with its user

3.2 Quality Function Development

The Quality Function Deployment (QFD) process is the process for appropriately determining
the specifications of a design by looking at customer needs and existing products. This QFD
process helped us develop the House of Quality seen in Appendix B. First, all the customer needs
and wants were placed into the What category and the customers themselves into the Who
category. Engineering specifications were developed to address these needs, as well as target
values to quantify the specifications. Existing products were then evaluated against our project’s
specifications as a comparison for future designs. This House of Quality will be used moving
forward to quantify how well our product designs meets customer needs and wants.

3.3 Engineering Specification

Table 2 lists all the engineering specifications generated by the House of Quality. Each
specification includes a description, the target for the requirement, a tolerance, the risk, and how
each specification will be evaluated. Risk is ranked in terms of low (L), medium (M), and high
(H). All specifications that were deemed difficult to achieve, or posed a danger were put as high
risk and were explained further below. The compliance was broken into four groups: test (T),
analysis (A), inspection (I), and similarity (S). These identify how the device will show
compliance with the specification. Descriptions of all specifications are below Table 2.
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Table 2. Engineering Specifications

Spec.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Specification Description

Requirement
or Target
(units)
Install/Removal Time
2 (mins)
Loading Case
2 (FOS)
Driving Survey
Satisfactory
Cycling of Pedal
1000 Cycles
Check Fit 2003 Ford
Fits in
Focus
vehicle
Check Fit Vehicle Suite
75 (%)
Comfort Survey
Satisfactory
Brake Actuation Time
1 (sec)
Tracking Budget
500 (dollars)
Can it be Built at Cal Poly 95 (%)
Load at Pedals
140 (lbf)
Planer Displacement
1 (in)
Vehicle Modification
0 ($)
Wire Pull
120 (lbf)

Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

max
min
min
min
none

M
M
H
L
L

T, I
A
I
T, A
I

min
min
max
max
min
min
max
max
min

L
M
H
L
L
L
L
M
L

I
I
T
I
A, I
T, A
T
I
T

Each of the engineering specifications from Table 2 are listed in more detail below and are still
subject to change.
• Install/Removal Time: The device will be installed and removed by a third party with the
knowledge of how to install and remove the device. Installing and removing the device
should take under 2 minutes.
• Loading Case: The force that is expected to be seen by the device in normal use will be
calculated. This force will be used in calculations of the device to ensure a factor of
safety in the device of at least 2.
• Driving Survey: A driving survey of a group of individuals will evaluate the intuitiveness
and ease of learning of the device, as well as fatigue during normal driving conditions.
• Cycling of Pedal: A cycle test will be performed that operates the device 1000 times to
assure the reliability of the device.
• Check Fit 2003 Ford Focus: The device will be tested to ensure it fits within a manual
2003 Ford Focus with enough room for a driver to operate the vehicle.
• Check Fit Vehicle Suite: The device’s fit will be tested in a predetermined suite of
vehicles that represent a wide range of vehicle sizes and ages to identify if the device can
be used in each.
• Comfort Survey: A survey of a group of individuals will evaluate how comfortable the
device is to use and operate, and how much the device impedes on their driving space.
• Brake Actuation Time: A test will determine if the brakes in the car can be actuated in
less than 1 second without the use of the device in the event of an emergency.
• Tracking Budget: Spending for the project will be tracked to make sure that it fits within
the spending limits.
12

•

•
•

•
•

Can it be Built at Cal Poly: Prior to starting the building of the final prototype, the
manufacturing of the device will be evaluated to see if each component can be bought or
manufactured at a Cal Poly facility by a member of our team.
Load at Pedals: The device will be fitted to the vehicle and pulled at an arbitrary angle
with a force of 140 lbf to ensure that the device is securely mounted.
Planer Displacement: The device will be fitted to a car and then driven down a non-paved
road similar to the Big Falls road at 30 mph for 5 minutes. The distance that the device
has moved in any direction should be under 1in.
Vehicle Modification: The cost to repair the vehicle if the device is to be removed should
be zero dollars.
Wire Pull: The wire used for the device should sustain a pull of at least 120 lbf.

Two of the specifications are high risk, the Brake Actuation Time and the Driver Survey. The
Brake Actuation Time is high risk, because if this specification is not met, then the design is
unusable and is deemed unsafe. It also means the device must not impede the driver from using
the brake which may be difficult if the device may also be operating the brake. The driver survey
is high risk because of the skill involved to drive a manual transmission car. Driving a manual
transmission requires granular control of the gas, brake, and clutch, as well as feedback to the
driver. This level of refinement will be difficult to achieve with limited physical testing.

4. Concept Design
In order to explore the different possible solutions that could be created for Mrs. Jagels,
extensive brainstorming and ideation sessions were conducted. Using a functional decomposition
chart, we were able to determine the main functions that the device must perform. This includes
pedal actuation, pedal selection, and attachment to the vehicle. For each of the listed functions,
an ideation session was conducted to think of as many ideas as possible. Using the ideas from the
ideation session, each team member built 3-5 concept models in order to test the feasibility of
each idea. Based on the concept models, Pugh Matrices were created for each function as well as
a Pugh Matrix for the material choice of the device. Finally, we combined different function
ideas and materials using a Morphological Matrix to place in our Weighted Decision Matrix.
Each full level concept design was then rated against our specifications. Based on the resulting
scores, we were directed to our current design to be presented to Mrs. Jagels. The following
sections go into detail of our decision-making process from ideation to the final concept
prototype.

4.1 Concept Development, Ideation and Function Concept Prototypes

We developed multiple concept ideas for our Adaptive Vehicle Control device using various
ideation processes. Before implementing these ideation processes, we first had to break down our
device into main functions and smaller subfunctions using a technique called Functional
Decomposition. Figure 11 shows the Functional Decomposition chart that we created for our
device.
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Figure 11. Functional Decomposition

As shown in the Functional Decomposition chart, the main functions for this device are the
installation/removal of the device and the operation of the pedals. Under the operate pedals
function, the main subfunctions are modulating pedals, allowing for emergency operations, and
pedal selection. This was determined since our device solution must not permanently modify the
vehicle. The device should also be able to select and modulate the appropriate pedal without
blocking the brake. For the purpose of ideation, we focused on the modulating the pedals,
selecting the pedals, installation and removal of the device, and material selection.
Multiple ideation sessions were conducted in order to develop as many solutions as possible per
function. Appendix C shows all the subfunctions and a summary of the different ideas that were
developed during our ideation sessions. A typical ideation session involved opening a page on
Google Jamboard and adding solutions depending on the prompted ideation session type.
Each team member was instructed to create concept models for each of the three subfunctions in
order to demonstrate that the solutions explored during the ideation session were feasible.
Appendix D includes images and descriptions of the function concept prototypes created.
The creation of these function concept prototypes leads the way to our Pugh Matrix,
Morphological Matrix and finally, the Weighted Decision Matrix.

4.2 Pugh, Morphological, and Weighted Decision Matrices

The final prototype for this preliminary design review was heavily influenced by our Weighted
Decision Matrix, where we rated full concept prototypes based on how well they met our listed
specifications. In order to reach this state, we first created Pugh Matrices per function in order to
see how well each solution performed against an idea used as a datum. From there, well
performing solutions for each function were combined using a Morphological Matrix in order to
create fully functioning designs.
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4.2.1 Pugh Matrices

The purpose of Pugh Matrices is to compare the different function concept prototypes/ideas that
we built against a set of criteria gathered from our House of Quality in Appendix B. In a Pugh
Matrix, you set one of the function concept prototypes/idea as a datum and compare it to the
others with respect to our criteria. In our matrices, we set “S” as same as datum, “+” as better
than datum, and “-” as worse than datum. A positive total score indicates that the function
concept is better than the datum, a negative score indicates that the function concept is worse
than the datum, and a score of 0 indicates that it is the same as the datum.
As part of our concept design process, we made four Pugh Matrices, one of which was materials
selection rather than function concepts. The other three matrices were: pedal modulation, pedal
selection, and attachment. All Pugh Matrices can be found in Appendix E.

4.2.2 Morphological Matrix & Concept Sketches

From the ideas for each function given in our Pugh Matrices, we used a Morphological Matrix to
combine different ideas for each function and create fully functional concepts. Table 3 shows the
six designs obtained from the Morphological Matrix. For each design, it explains how it will
perform each of the three functions and what material will be used.
Table 3. Designs Concepts from Morphological Matrix

Concept

Pedal Selection

Design 1

Only Actuate
One Pedal

Design 2

Design 3

On Seat Leg
Engage for Each
Pedal
Single Pedal
Engage (brake
and clutch,
overlapping
single pedal)

Design 4

Drag Leg Shift
Mover

Design 5

Direction of Leg
Movement

Design 6

Wheel Rocker

Pedal
Modulation
Pedal with
Pulley/ Right
Leg
Pedal with
Pulley/ Right
Leg

Attachment

Material
Selection

Friction Foot
Box and
Expansion

Cables and
Pulleys

Friction Fit
Foot Box

Cables and
Pulleys

Vertical Motion
Pedal with Right
Leg, Left Leg
for New Pedal

Bolted to Pedals

Sheet Metal

Friction Foot
Box and
Expansion

Cables and
Pulleys/
Machined Metal

Pedal with
Pulley/Right
Leg/ Rod Pushes
Pedal
Pedal with
Pulley/ Right
Leg
Rod Pushes
Pedal
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Friction Foot
Box and
Expansion
Friction Fit
Foot Box

Cables and
Pulleys
Machined Metal/
Metal Pipe

Each of the full level concept designs were analyzed and sketched in order to visualize how the
design will work and to have a clear understanding when inputting them in the Weighted
Decision Matrix. These sketches can be viewed in Figures 12 through 17.

Figure 12. Concept Design 1

Design 1 has the user pressing a pedal on the seat. This pedal pulls a wire that in turn pulls the
clutch. The entire device is held in place with a friction fit in the footbox.

Figure 13. Concept Design 2

Design 2 is similar to Design 1, but instead has two pedals that operate the gas and brake with
independent wires. This design has the same attachment as Design 1.
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Figure 14. Concept Design 3

Design 3 involves an additional pedal being added so that the user can press the clutch and brake
at the same time with their left leg. The gas is operated with the same mechanism found in
Design 1 with the user’s right leg.

Figure 15. Concept Design 4

Design 4 uses two rods to press the gas and brake. The user selects which pedal they want to
press by sliding a box side to side on a rail. Once selected the pedals are then actuated with a
rotation of the box leading to a set of linear gears that push the pedals.
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Figure 16. Concept Design 5

Design 5 uses a bidirectional pedal to operate the gas and brake. If the pedal is pushed right the
gas is pulled via a wire, and if pushed left the brake is pulled via a wire.

Figure 17. Concept Design 6

Design 6 uses a disk with a notch that the user turns to operate the gas and brake. The user’s leg
is placed in the notch and rotates the disk left or right to turn a gear that applies the brake and gas
respectively.

4.2.3 Weighted Decision Matrix

Using the six designs determined by our Morphological Matrix, we compared those design
concepts against a set of criteria and specifications. The set of criteria and specifications that we
used to compare these design concepts were pulled from our House of Quality in Appendix B.
This analysis of concepts and specifications yielded a Weighted Decision Matrix, which can be
found in Appendix F. In our Weighted Decision Matrix, we ranked each of these design concepts
on a scale of 1 to 5, 5 meaning it matched our specification perfectly, and 1 meaning it matched
very poorly. Each of our specifications was given a weight based off its importance, which was
multiplied by the rank, giving us a score for that specification. The scores from each
specification were added up to obtain an overall score for the whole concept design.
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Our team determined our best concept to be Design 2, with a total score of 4.52. This design
scored perfectly in 7 of our 13 specifications, which was one of the highest. The main
specifications that it outperformed the other designs in were the FEA Analysis, Driving Survey,
Cycle Test, and Planar Displacement specifications. Our other two design concepts that ranked
second and third were Design 1 and 5, respectively. While they scored the same in categories
such as FEA Analysis, Cycle Test, and Planar Displacement, they did not match up to Design 2
in the Driving Survey, which was our highest weighted specification and ultimately led to these
two concepts ranking below Design 2.
Although our Weighted Decision Matrix helped us in deciding what our best concept would be
on paper, we still felt as though one of the key aspects of our design was the user experience. We
decided to interview Laura one last time to get some input on the user experience before
choosing a final concept design.

4.3 Final Concept Design

Figure 18. Concept Model Computer Aided Design

The concept design that was chosen to move forward with was Design 1 from our Weighted
Decision Matrix. This design actuates the clutch using a wire and uses a friction fit
attachment in the footbox. Mrs. Jagels operates the device by pressing a pedal in a horizontal
direction, which in turn pulls a wire attached to clutch pedal. Figure 18 shown above is a
preliminary CAD (computer aided design) drawing of the design. It consists of four major
parts which are bolded: the adjustable bar, the front attachment, the pedal adjuster and the
actuation pedal.
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The actuation pedal is pressed in a side-to-side manner with Mrs. Jagels pushing her knee out
to apply the clutch. This functionality came from an interview with Mrs. Jagels on October
30th, she mentioned she was worried about the force needed to actuate the pedal, and the
fatigue of using the device. Mrs. Jagels continued to say that a side-to-side pedal would be
beneficial. This also inclined her to say that actuating the clutch would be better for fatigue
and safety. Our concept design was then modified to include a pedal that works horizontally.
These exact dimensions of the pedal are not set, as we intend to be using off-the-shelf parts to
build the device wherever possible. Further development and testing is needed for the pedal
to make sure it allows the car to be operated in a safe manner without fatigue.
The adjustable bar is how the device will be attached to the car. The attachment must not
permanently modify the car and must not move significantly during normal driving
conditions while still allowing space for the driver. Our attachment must also fit on a variety
of vehicles. This led to the idea of a friction fit in the footbox for the attachment of the
device. Having a friction fit allows for a secure fit in the vehicle that does not impede in the
driver's space and will be able to adjust to a variety of footboxes. We are hoping to buy an
off-the-shelf part for this bar so the design will not be finalized until part options have been
analyzed.
The concern with having only the bar running side to side in the footbox is the moments
produced from pulling the pedals. To counteract this, the front attachment bar was
implemented into the design. This bar acts like the adjustable bar since it will provide a
friction fit in the footbox. This bar will be running front to back in the car and will help
counteract the moments produced during operation. The bar running across the footbox will
be lined up along the seat rails, allowing a backing for the front attachment to push against.
The other end of the front attachment will press against the footrest on the left side of the foot
box. If possible, we will try to source this part from off-the-shelf components, so this design
is not final.
The clutch itself will be actuated by pulling the pedal with a wire. The pedal adjustor guides
the wire into the proper position and angle to pull the pedal and allows the device to be
adjusted for a variety of pedal positions. Allowing the wire to pull the clutch more tangent to
the pedal arc reduces the force needed to actuate the pedal, and reduces the moment felt by
the attachment system. The amount of force required to press the clutch pedal is of concern
for this design. Preliminary calculations for the user force were generated and can be found
in Appendix G. These calculations found that assuming a standard clutch requires 25 pounds
of force to actuate, a user would have to generate a force of 45 pounds given our current
design. More extensive calculations will be conducted once we begin testing.
On the following page in Figures 19 to 21, the concept model is shown. This model is a proof
of concept for the design and shows a physical representation of our concept. It also gives us
an idea of how the user interacts with the device, as well as the feasibility of the design. We
have already noticed that adjustment in the placement of the horizontal pedal is important for
user operation and will have to be designed for.
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Figure 19. Concept Prototype

Figure 20. Concept Prototype in Vehicle

Figure 21. Top View of Side-to-Side Pedal Actuator

Figure 19 shows the entire concept model consisting of the pipe lever as the side-to-side pedal
actuator and the pulley system on the wooden frame with the wire which would pull the clutch
pedal back. Figure 20 shows the concept prototype inside of a vehicle. The prototype fits
perfectly inside the vehicle without interfering with the brake or the gas pedal. It has the
actuation pedal behind the emergency brake representing the clutch. Figure 21 shows a top view
of the side-to-side pedal actuator. The user inside the vehicle shows how Mrs. Jagels will be able
to move the actuator with the upper portion of her leg.
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4.4 Preliminary Design Risks

Before moving forward with the design, it is important to consider the potential hazards that can
arise with the design in order to plan preventative actions for it. Appendix H includes the Design
Hazard Checklist for our current design. From the list, some of the potential hazards our design
has are moving/rotating parts, the device may require a non-typical movement on our sponsors
part and if the device fails, it can be a great danger by causing an accident. Mrs. Jagels will be
using a sideways motion of her leg in order to actuate the pedal. This is not a typical movement
when driving a vehicle. Therefore, we must ensure that the device is relatively easy to maneuver.
This means making sure that it is not tense or that there is some sort of assistance when
actuating. For the case of moving parts, since we will be using a pulley or gear system, it is
important to have some sort of covering for the system so that it will not get caught on anything
potentially causing failure or harm to the user. Finally, since this device will be used on a
vehicle, it is important that if the device were to fail, that Mrs. Jagels have easy access to the
brake in order to prevent an accident. All these corrective action plans were completed by
December 4th, 2020.

5. Final Design
Our planned final design was structurally similar to our concept prototype, but with two minor
adjustments. The first of which is the elimination of the gearing system. We opted to make this
decision, because it reduced the complexity and cost of our system. Instead of a gearing system,
our design includes a larger horizontal pedal that utilizes geometric relations to make up the
clutch-user movement distance disparity. The second adjustment we made was the elimination of
the forward support in favor for an easily attachable threaded rod which runs under the driver’s
seat and secures the device longitudinally. A bar stock backing is tightened on the threaded rod
that secures the device by pulling it back instead of the forward support that had to push the
device back. The results of the changes can be seen in the isometric view of our CAD model
below in Figure 22.

Figure 22. Isometric View of Final Design
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The user interaction with our device was unchanged by our alterations from our concept design.
The operator will still sit in the driver’s seat and actuate the clutch by pushing horizontally with
their right leg. As the horizontal pedal is pushed, a cable pulls the clutch backwards, allowing for
full actuation of the clutch. This is achieved by offsetting the wire attachment and the pulling
arm of the device structure to the side of the clutch arc of travel. The full details of this system
are explained later in 5.1.2. The device structure and securement were heavily influenced by the
requirement of functionality in numerous vehicle types. This led to the use of adjustable
structural pipe fittings that allow for the device to adapt to different vehicle dimensions. The
adjustability in securement was achieved with a modified doorframe pull up bar and threaded rod
for lateral and longitudinal support, respectively. For a full list of parts, reference the Indented
Bill of Materials in Appendix I. The user can easily install and completely adjust the device
using only a hex key and a crescent wrench. Once the device has been adjusted to a vehicle, the
user only needs to hand tighten the lateral pull up bar support and attach the threaded rod to
install the device. The following sections go into detail of the design and show the justifications
as to why this is the ideal design to build for our final verification prototype based on our
required specifications.

5.1 Detailed Design

As a whole, the final verification prototype was designed taking into consideration the
limitations due to the current Covid-19 pandemic. Knowing that shop access would be limited,
we carefully selected components that don’t require complicated fabrication processes. These
components are largely made up of threaded fasteners in the form of bolts, nuts, and set screws.
The ease of adjustability in our construction allows the device to meet the requirement of fitting
in a large range of different vehicles. The 4 assemblies which were secured together with set
screws in ¾ inch pipe fittings can be seen together in Figure 23.

Wire Guide
Clutch Attachment

Horizontal Pedal

Device Attachment
Figure 23. Labeled Device Assemblies
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5.1.1 Structural Prototype
Considering that the Device Attachment Assembly is the basis for all subassemblies, it was very
important for us to test it early on. Because of this, we decided to build our Structural Prototype
to reflect the original Device Attachment Assembly. We wanted to verify that our original
attachment design could withstand the expected forces. The first revision of the structural
prototype only had the main structure assembly and could not sufficiently resist the moments of
a clutch pedal pull, resulting in the entire device rotating in place. To solve this issue, the Rear
Attachment Assembly was designed. With this new reinforcement, the Structural Prototype
proved the Device Attachment Assembly can withstand much higher twisting on the pull up bar.
Images of the structural prototype are shown below in Figures 24 and 25. It is important to note
that all parts purchased to create the Structural Prototype will be used when making the final
verification prototype.

Figure 24. Structural Prototype in Vehicle

Figure 25. Structural Prototype Assembled
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5.1.2 Device Attachment Assembly

The device attachment assembly has two functions. First, to secure the device in the vehicle and
second, to provide a rigid structure from which the clutch pedal can be pulled, and the user force
applied. The first function is mostly accomplished with a modified expanding pull up bar. We
selected this pull up bar because of its threaded expansion mechanism and quality build. In its
original form, the bar is rated to hold 440 lbf in a doorframe. The tube thickness is 0.1 inches,
which is almost as thick as the nominal ¾ inch schedule 40 pipe that we selected for the rest of
the structure. In addition, the side tubes of the pull up bar have an outer diameter of 1 inch. This
is conducive to our ¾ inch pipe fittings securing properly to those outer tubes. The pull up bar
was not fully modeled in the CAD, so an unmodified image of it is included below in Figure 26.

Figure 26. Selected Pull Up Bar

Originally, the pull up bar was too large to fit in a standard vehicle, so all three tubes and
threaded rod were disassembled, shortened, and reassembled. The modified insides of the pull up
bar can be viewed in Figure 27. For the full list of part modifications and specifications reference
the Drawing Package in Appendix J.

Figure 27. Modified Pull Up Bar Parts
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The pull up bar is secured in the vehicle by expanding horizontally in the foot box. The pressure
is applied by twisting the center tube to lengthen the side tubes and pressure the interior of the
car. This is achieved with a 1 ½ inch 10-24 bolt that runs through the interior threaded rod,
locking their rotations together. The high friction rubber ends of the pull up bar then hold the
structure in place.
Since the pull up bar on its own was not enough to secure the device. The Rear Attachment
Assembly was introduced. This includes a threaded rod via a coupling nut to end of the 10-24
bolt. This threaded rod runs under the driver’s seat and is used to secure a piece of 1-inch flat
steel bar that is tightened down to provide support to counteract the pull of the clutch actuation
on the device. The rod also prevents the expansion bar from untwisting and losing its lateral
securing pressure. The layout can be viewed below in Figure 28.

10-24 Coupling Nut

Pull Up Bar Center Tube
10-24 Threaded Rod

1 inch Bar Stock

Figure 28. Threaded Rod and Bar Stock

The remainder of the device structure consists of ¾ inch schedule 40 steel pipes attached to the
side tubes of the pull up bar using ¾ inch structural pipe tees. This works because the outside
diameter of the outer tubes is 1 inch and the outside diameter of nominal ¾ inch pipe is 1.05
inches. This ensures that the rest of the device structure is reliably secured in place. The structure
extending to the clutch pedal consists of two 12-inch sections of ¾ inch schedule 40 pipe
connected with a double pipe clamp as seen in Figure 29.

Double Pipe Clamp

12”, ¾” Schedule 40 Pipe

¾” Structural Pipe T
Pull Up Bar Side Tube

Figure 29. Adjustable Extension Bar
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It is important for our clutch actuation system to sit flush against the back of the driver’s footbox
to ensure full clutch travel, to make sure it is always positioned properly the forward bar is
adjustable. The double pipe clamp allows for more than the anticipated adjustment range as well
as a collapsible function for ease of installation in tighter vehicles. The use of schedule 40 steel
pipe may be overkill from an anticipated load perspective, but it is readily available, inexpensive,
and has versatile fittings.
On the right side of the central expansion bar is the vertical component that holds the horizontal
pedal. This section seen in Figure 30 is similarly made up of nominal ¾ inch pipe fittings and a
¾ inch schedule 40 pipe. All the fittings are secured with set screws so adjustments can be easily
made. A horizontal forward leg of this section was added since the concept design to create more
room for the horizontal pedal and allow for more leverage on the user’s end. A pipe elbow caps
this leg and secures a vertical 13-inch pipe to hold the horizontal pedal at the correct height. To
secure the horizontal pedal, a pipe flange is attached to the top of the vertical section. This type
of flange would normally attach structural pipes to the ground or other fixed surface, but in this
case, we are using it to bolt down our horizontal pedal.

13”, ¾” Schedule 40 Pipe

¾” Structural Pipe Flange

¾” Structural Pipe Elbow

Figure 30. Vertical Structure Holding Horizontal Pedal

5.1.3 Wire Guide Assembly

The wire guide assembly seen in Figure 31 (on the next page) ensures that the pedal is pulled at
the most efficient angle and helps to minimize friction in the system. The wire guide assembly is
attached to the ¾ inch pipe with a single swivel socket fitting modified to have one flange for the
angle iron to be bolted to. As per the standard for our device, the single swivel socket is secured
to the main structure with a set screw. The wire guide assembly is positioned to the left of the
clutch pedal to allow the pedal to travel all the way to the floor/back of foot box when the cable
is pulled. The location of the cable attachment on the clutch attachment assembly is also
strategically placed to prohibit interference between moving components. This interaction can be
seen in Figure 32 on the next page.
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Pulley

Modified Single Swivel Socket
Cable Stop

Figure 31. Wire Guide Assembly

Figure 32. Wire Guide and Clutch Attachment Assemblies

The wire guide assembly angle is adjusted with a ¼ inch bolt, washer, and nut at the connection
of the angle iron and the pipe fitting. This adjustment allows the angle of pull on the clutch
attachment to be adjusted as well as fit the footbox of the vehicle more effectively. The wire
running from the horizontal pedal will enter the wire guide assembly sheathed. The sheathing
will stop at the cable housing stop at the bottom of the angle iron. From there, the bare cable will
run through the pulley and back out to the attachment on the clutch pedal attachment assembly.
The cable stop is attached with 4-40 bolts on its base that the main body of the cable stop slides
onto. The pulley is attached to the angle iron with half inch 10-24 bolts that run through its base
and aluminum angle. The pulley is a 22mm Harken micro block that is typically used for sailing
and is rated for a 200 lb. working load. This will be more than enough as later explained in 5.2.

5.1.4 Clutch Attachment Assembly

The clutch attachment assembly is made up of two pieces of 12-gauge sheet metal and a piece of
angle iron. From our manual vehicle footbox survey in Appendix A we know that clutch pedals
do not vary much from vehicle to vehicle. On the large majority of vehicles, the face of the
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clutch pedal is attached to a bar that runs back and up. The attachment system seen below in
Figure 33 fits around this bar coming out the back of the pedal, and clamps to the face of the
pedal. The direction of the U is faced towards the Aluminum angle so that as the wire is pulled
the back plate does not pull itself off the pedal.

Figure 33. Back of Clutch Attachment Assembly

The piece of vertical angle iron was added to shorten the radius of the wire attachment to the
clutch pivot point. This will allow for the pedal to travel further with less input distance from the
user. The positioning of the wire stop can be adjusted to Laura’s liking so that she can put in the
least amount of force for the required clutch travel. The wire can also be adjusted so that the
pedal travel stops early. Since the clutch does not need to be depressed completely to change
gears, the wire could be fine-tuned to get rid of unwanted clutch travel. See Figure 34 below for
the possible adjustment of the wire connection. The whole assembly is held together and
clamped onto the clutch pedal using 1 inch 10-24 bolts, washers, and nuts.
Current Wire Connection Location
Alternate Wire Connection Locations

Figure 34. Clutch Attachment Assembly

5.1.5 Horizontal Pedal Assembly

The horizontal pedal from our concept design was upgraded to allow the user to have more
leverage and allow for more clutch motion. This is justification for the larger T structure seen in
Figure 35. As the user pushes horizontally against the body of the T, they will retain the same
moment and resistance as the horizontal pedal rotates. For the horizontal pedal of the horizontal
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pedal assembly, we have opted to go with 1 x 1/8-inch bar stock connected with 1 ½ inch corner
brackets secured by ½ inch 8-32 bolts. The user contact bar is covered with rubber padding to for
user comfort. The horizontal pedal T is attached to 1 ½ inch angle iron at the end with a 1-inch
hinge.
8-32 Bolts
1 x 1/8-inch Bar Stock

1 ½” Corner Brackets

Rubber Padding

Figure 35. Horizontal Pedal Assembly

The angle iron is used as the stationary structural base for the rotating T. While the T rotates
around the hinge and pulls the cable through the cable sheath stop on the angle iron. The cable
comes through the angle iron at the far end from the hinge and attaches to the end of the
horizontal pedal via pinch bolt. This distance enables the device to provide sufficient cable travel
for the user input abilities. The whole horizontal pedal assembly is secured to the pipe flange
with two ¼ inch bolts. The use of 1 x 1/8-inch bar stock for the horizontal pedal allows for
clearance over the bolts that attach the angle iron to the pipe flange and ultimately hold the
horizontal pedal assembly in place.
Hinge

Cable Sheath Stop

¼” Bolts
Exposed Wire

Angle Iron

Pinch Bolt
Figure 36. Rotation of Horizontal Pedal T

Due to the bolts and hinge throughout the moving part of the assembly, there is a small gap
between the angle iron and the bar stock of the horizontal pedal when the pedal is at the
unrotated position. To prevent a non-flat starting position, the hinge is flipped inside out (say
compared to how a normal door hinge closes). The hinge is attached to the angle iron using ½
inch 8-32 bolts. Flat head bolts will be used to reduce the overall profile and part interferences on
the hinge and corner brackets.
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5.2 Design Justification

The most important part in our design is enabling our user (Mrs. Jagels) to fully actuate the
clutch pedal within the range of motion that they have available to them. Our estimate of user’s
range of motion is 6 inches based on the available space in a standard vehicle. Assuming the
worst-case scenario where the full clutch pedal travel is 8 inches, we are able to reduce the user
input travel down to 4 ½ inches by using the full 7 inches of the angle iron attached to the clutch
pedal attachment assembly. This is done by utilizing geometric relations at the clutch pedal and
horizontal pedal. As seen in Figure 37 on the next page, the height of the angle iron in the clutch
attachment assembly reduces the radius of the arc that the wire attachment travels, and therefore
the distance of wire pulled to fully actuate the clutch.

Figure 37. Wire Travel Vs Clutch Travel

A more standard placement of the wire attachment on the clutch attachment assembly would be 3
inches above the center of the clutch pedal where the user input travel would remain at 5.6
inches. Assuming that the force required to push in the clutch pedal was 25 lbs., the required user
force would be 40.6 lbs. in this configuration. This is our projected upper limit of acceptable
required force, so it will be the configuration that the rest of the analysis will be done for. (As a
side note: it is worth noting that for a 25 lb. pedal that needs 6 inches of travel, the force and user
input travel can be kept at 31 lb. and 5.5 inches, respectively.) All of the example calculations,
hand calculations, and excel screenshots can be found in Appendix K.
Starting at the horizontal pedal, the first components to look at are the bolts holding the
components together. The smallest with the largest load is a pair of 8-32 zinc plated steel bolts
located in the hinge. In Figure 38 the bolts are circled in red and location of the force applied is
marked with an arrow. Based on the manufacturer’s given tensile strength of 60,000 psi, the
shear strength is 504 lbs., leading to a factor of safety of 24.8 in normal use. In an impact case of
100 lbf, the factor of safety is 10.1. Both of these are comfortably above our specification of a
factor of safety above 2.0.
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Figure 38. Force Applied to Horizontal Pedal

The contact bar stock (where the user force is applied) will experience a deflection at the user
force application point of 0.7 inches in the worst-case scenario. This deflection is elastic and the
factor of safety from beam yielding is 2.2. The actual deflection is expected to be less due to the
stiffness of the corner brackets, so this meets our specifications. The hinge bar stock experiences
counteracting forces, so the deflection at the wire pull is 0.16 inches. This is within our desired
criteria. The weight of the horizontal pedal itself is not a concern either, because the moment
created by the weight is only 5 lb.-in., so the 1-inch hinge should have no issues.
Moving on to the structure, the ¾ inch pipe is overkill, but it is cheap and readily available. The
shear strength is over ten thousand pounds. The 10-24 threaded rod running to the back support
has a factor of safety of 16 due to its orientation in tension and the bar stock attached to the rod
will deflect 0.8 inches at the connection point with a standard securement pressure (20 lbf). This
is an acceptable deflection, because the deflection of the beam does not affect securement
performance. The double pipe clamp on the forward arm will experience a force of 32 lbs. which
will distribute to the two ends of the expansion bar which will be about 29 and 3 lbs. The
resulting safety factor for this securement is 2.6 using an estimated coefficient of friction and
normal force. The forces on the device are depicted in Figure 39 below.

Figure 39. Forces and Moments on Device Structure
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The moment around the axis of the horizontal pipe segment that is a part of the structure that
holds the horizontal pedal up (shown in Figure 39 above) is created by the user’s application of
force on the horizontal pedal. The set screws in the pipe fittings have to counteract this torque of
up to 650 lb.-in. Which leaves this interaction with a safety factor of 2.3. Again, meeting our
design specifications.
In the clutch actuation assembly, the pulley and the angle adjustment joint take the largest loads.
The pulley takes a net force of 53 lbs., resulting in a factor of safety of 3.8 based on the working
load rating of 200 lbs. The angle adjustment joint takes 214 lb.-in. of torque, which will need to
be tested. On the clutch pedal attachment, 12-gauge plates will experience the distributed 32 lb.
pull of the wire. The torque put on the pedal from the offset of the wire attachment is 98 lb.-in.
This is a similar torque to a human slamming on the edge of the clutch pedal to operate it. So the
construction of the clutch pedal will be able to take the torque. Overall, our design meets or
criteria of not modifying or damaging the vehicle it operates.

5.3 Safety, Maintenance, and Repair considerations

The Safety and reliability of our device is paramount because of its intended use case. Being
installed in a vehicle means it is expected work at speeds up to or exceeding 75 mph, while
operating in a predictable manner each time to ensure the safe and consistent operation of the
vehicle. The device also interacts directly with the user, so it needs to be safe to operate near
people. We used a Design Hazard Checklist as well as FMEA (as seen in Appendix L) to help
ensure the safety and reliability of the device.
The Design Hazard Checklist, which can be found in appendix H, was used early in the design
process to identify any potential safety concerns. The major concerns for our device identified by
the design hazard checklist were that device failure has potential safety concerns, moving parts
could be used in an unsafe way, the device could have sharp edges, and the actuation of the pedal
could be a potential awkward movement for Mrs. Jagels. Our design was changed to reduce the
number of moving parts in it. We removed the gearing in favor of moving the points we pull
from. This only leaves us with the pedal itself moving during normal operation. Many of the
other pieces are movable for adjustability but will only be moved with the explicit intent of
adjusting the device. The removal and reduction of parts also increases reliability. This translates
to a device that is more consistent, and with a lower likelihood of failure. Our device has been
designed from the onset with reliability in mind. This reliability will also be verified by our
reliability test. Sharp edges on the device were addressed by adding rubber sheet padding to the
pedal. The horizontal pedal had the highest risk of injury from sharp edges, and so was covered
with Plasti Dip. All other edges will be deburred and sanded for proper safety when the device is
being moved between cars. The motion for operation was discussed with Mrs. Jagels during the
design and she believes the motion will be accommodating.
Failure Mode Effects Analysis also known as FMEA was used after the preliminary design had
been established to help understand any potential safety hazards with our device and understand
how the device might fail. Identify the sources of failure and their risks early has helped our
group design a more reliable and safer product. A table of the FMEA can be found in Appendix
L. The FMEA was graded on a priority scale that awarded failure modes points based on their
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severity, occurrence, and detectability. From this Priority rating 2 Failure modes stood out. The
first was the wire pulling out, and the second was the horizontal pedal plastically deforming. The
wire pulling out is of concern because it was the most likely failure to cause the entire device to
be unusable. To combat this our design now incorporates an off-the-self wire stop that should
reliably hold the wire while still allowing adjustment. Plastic deformation of the horizontal pedal
was addressed through calculations of deflection and factor of safety preformed to size the bar
stock for our design and can be seen in Appendix K. The FMEA is a living document and will
continue to be updated for the life of the project. As we work towards our design verification
prototype, we will continue to identify new failure modes and address high priority safety
concerns.
Repairability is a strong point in our design. Since the device is designed in a way that allows for
it to be built, maintained and adjusted with simple household tools, it can also be repaired with
these tools. The only parts that have wear concerns are the wire and the hinge on the horizontal
pedal. The wire can easy be replaced with the loosing of a few bolts and replacing a few zip ties.
The hinge can be found at a hardware store and can be replaced by removing 4 bolts. All of the
other parts are off the shelf parts, and replacement parts can be attached in a matter of minutes.

5.4 Design Changes

One of the major challenges that we ran into during early testing of the device was resisting the
twisting motion of the wire pulling the clutch. As the wire pulls the clutch in, it creates an
opposite force pulling the piping up towards the pedal. To counteract this the device needs to be
secured so that it cannot twist. The pull up bar did not provide sufficient stability and resistance
to this twisting, so we decided to replace it. In its place we put a piece of three-quarter inch pipe
and added a new attachment that mounted to the seat bolts. This new attachment consists of a
piece of steel angle with holes to fit the seat bolts, and a piece of steel C channel that runs to the
front of the foot box. This attachment is bolted in place in two locations, so it does not allow
rotation or slipping. The device is then attached to this new assembly with reusable zip ties to
allow for quick and simple installation and removal. This attachment has worked so well that it
also facilitated the removal of the rear assembly. The rear assembly was in place to stop rotation
and make sure the device did not become a projectile in the event of a crash. Since the device is
now bolted to the seat it is no longer at risk of becoming a projectile.
The forces required to actuate the clutch with our device were much higher than anticipated as
we worked to find a functional device configuration. This led to an initial deviation from our
plans by using four corner brackets instead of two to secure the contact bar and making the
contact bar out of aluminum angle to reduce deflection. This build worked for some time before
the loads became too much for the brackets to handle and they bent out of shape. Our second reiteration of the horizontal pedal assembly swapped out the pulling bar stock for 1 ¼ inch
aluminum angle and the corner brackets for a corner brace. By using aluminum angle for the pull
bar and the contact bar, the pieces could be bolted together. Adding the corner brace to these
bolted pieces made our re-design considerably sturdier than before and more than ready to
handle all of the forces of testing and normal use.
Another change we made to the horizontal pedal was the location of where the wire is pulled
from. In our initial design, we pulled the wire from the end of the pull bar to give the user the
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maximum pedal travel. We initially made this decision based off of the clutch travel of the Geo
Prism that we intended to use for testing. The placement was re-evaluated after measurements of
Laura’s car revealed that the clutch travel of her 1985 Toyota Celica was considerably less. This
allowed us to move the wire pull location in, which reduces the wire travel, but also reduces the
amount of user force required. Once the outside 3 inches of the horizontal pedal weren’t being
used, it didn’t make any sense to keep the extra material. We cut down the initial 10 inches on
the pull bar and base aluminum angle to 7 inches. The three extra inches gives more room for the
left leg to move and actuate the gas and brake. This reduces the probability of a collision with the
horizontal pedal assembly.
Another concern that we encountered while fit testing the verification prototype is that the
amount of force on the user to actuate the clutch was far too large. We decided to reduce this by
adding a 12 ½” clutch attachment aluminum angle extension. The aluminum angle extension is
fastened to the original clutch attachment by way of another section of aluminum angle on the
clutch attachment steel plates. This allows the user to pull the clutch pedal from a different angle
facilitating the pull. Additionally, a spring was attached from the top of the pulley to the end of
the angle extension. This allows for a reduction in the input force required by the user.
The last issue we encountered during the fit test was that when the horizontal pedal was actuated,
there was rotation in the vertical component of the device structure due to set screw slippage. To
stop this, we added holes in the piping at the locations of the set screws. This change meant that
the set screws would have to shear (instead of previously relying on the friction between the set
screw and pipe exterior) before the vertical component would rotate.

5.5 Cost Analysis

Table 4 shows variety of cost breakdowns, including the approximate cost of the device that was
expected before incorporating the design changes, the actual cost of the device with the changes,
and the total cost of the project. Originally, the cost of the device was expected to be $170.
Broken down by subsystem, we found that the device structure was the most expensive at
approximately $80. The main reason this subsystem is the most expensive is because it contains
the pull up bar and steel pipe components. The Horizontal Pedal, the Wire Guide and the Clutch
Attachment subsystems were approximately $40, $40 and $10 respectively. For the actual device
cost, there was a decrease in the price of the device structure system to $40 since we eliminated
the pull up bar and replaced it with structural pipe. Additionally, there was a $6 increase in the
horizontal pedal system to account for a bigger hinge, angle brackets, and plastidip. The clutch
attachment increased by $16 due to the addition of the clutch attachment extension and springs.
There was a new system added called the seat bolt attachment which contributed to $28. With
that, the actual total cost of the device increased to $180. For the final project cost, we added a
category called Miscellaneous which includes the cost of all parts that were used for the
structural prototype, first verification prototype, and any extra materials not used. This led to the
total project cost of $278.
Our sponsor gave us a max budget of $1000 for this project. However, we wanted to make this
device as simple and inexpensive as possible. Due to this we decided on a max budget
specification of $500 dollars. As shown in Table 4, we were well below budget for the actual
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cost of the device and the total project cost. For a more in-depth cost analysis, please refer to the
Project Budget in Appendix M.
Table 4. Approximate Cost of Device, Actual Cost of Device, Overall Project Cost

By System:

Approximate Cost

Actual Cost

Final Project Cost

Device Structure
System
Horizontal Pedal
System
Wire Guide System

$80

$40

$35

$40

$46

$46

$40

$40

$45

Clutch Attachment
System
Seat Bolt Attachment

$10

$26

$26

$0

$28

$28

Miscellaneous

$0

$0

$98

$170

$180

$278

Approximate Total
Cost

6. Manufacturing

Our team designed the Adaptive Vehicle Control device to require no outsourced parts. This
makes the device cost-efficient and saves time during the design, analysis, and manufacturing
processes. In the following sections we will investigate the procurement, design updates,
manufacturing, and assembly of our device. The manufacturing sections will provide
summarized instructions on how to manufacture our device; a full in-depth manufacturing plan
can be found in Appendix N.

6.1 Procurement

Due to our decision to design the device in a way that would not require custom manufactured
parts, we were able to procure all our materials, with a few exceptions, from these four suppliers:
Amazon, Ace Hardware, Home Depot, and Lowes. All of the bolts, nuts, and washers were
purchased at Ace Hardware. The steel pipe and structural pipe fittings were all purchased from
Lowes. The rest of the components were purchased at Home Depot and Amazon, with
exceptions of the cable stop and sheet metal, which were purchased at ModernBike.com and
McCarthy Tank and Steel respectively. Because of design philosophy of basic parts, part
procurement was simple and we did not encounter any part availability issues. A list of
components and where they were purchased can be found in the Indented Bill of Materials in
Appendix I.
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6.2 Main Structure Subsystem

Figure 40. Main Structure Subsystem Disassembled and Assembled

Step 1.
Cut steel pipe into two 12”, one 18”, one 9 ½”, and one 5” pieces.
Step 2.
Fasten one ¾” Pipe Tee to each side of the main tube
Step 3.
Insert the 12” and 5” steel pipes into the left and right side respectively and fasten
each set screw securely.
Step 4.
Insert Pipe Elbow onto the right-hand side steel pipe and fasten.
Step 5.
Insert 9 ½” steel pipe into the Pipe Elbow and fasten.
Step 6.
Disassemble the attachments on the right side and use the set screw markings to
locate two 3/8” holes on the 5” pipe and two 3/8” holes on the 9 ½” pipe.
Step 7.
Reassemble the right-hand side pieces, using the new holes to give the set screws
more grip.
Step 8.
Attach the other 12” steel pipe to the right of the left-hand side steel pipe using a
double pipe clamp and fasten.
Assembled and disassembled pictures of the main structure subsystem can be seen above in
Figure 40. Please use this figure as well as our drawings, specification sheets, and manufacturing
plan while manufacturing and assembling this subsystem. We recommend a metal band saw for
all piping cuts. We also recommend the use of a center tap before drilling of holes to ensure drill
bits do not wander off center.
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6.3 Seat Bolt Attachment

Figure 41. Seat Bolt Attachment Sub System Disassembled and Assembled

Step 1.
Cut steel angle into a 19” long piece.
Step 2.
Drill three 7/16” holes in the steel angle.
Step 3.
Cut steel C-channel to a 19 ½” length.
Step 4.
Cut end side of the C-channel to a 40º angle.
Step 5.
Drill 40º angled 7/16” hole in the angle side of the C-channel.
Step 6.
Cut 40º angle in ¾ inch piece of pipe
Step 7.
Fasten C-channel to underside of steel angle with 40º pipe wedge on top of the
steel angle.
An assembled and disassembled picture of the seat bolt attachment subsystem can be seen above
in Figure 41. Please use these figures as well as our drawings, specification sheets, and
manufacturing plan while manufacturing and assembling this subsystem.
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6.4 Horizontal Pedal System

Figure 42. Horizontal Pedal System

Step 1.
Cut one 7” piece from the aluminum angle.
Step 2.
Drill three ¼” holes in the modified aluminum angle for the attachment to the
pipe flange and the cable sheath stop.
Step 3.
Drill two 3/16” holes in the modified aluminum angle for the hinge attachment.
Step 4.
Cut aluminum angle into 7” and 8” pieces.
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Figure 43. Horizontal Pedal System, Bracket Attachment

Step 5.
Drill four ¼” holes in the 7” aluminum angle for the corner brace attachment and
two 3/16” holes for the hinge attachment bolts.
Step 6.
Drill one 1/8” and one 1/4” holes in the 7” aluminum angle for the cable and cable
stop bolts respectively.
Step 7.
Drill four ¼” holes in the 8” aluminum angle for the corner brace attachment.
Step 8.
Fasten the modified aluminum angle to the pipe flange.
Step 9.
Fasten the two pieces of aluminum angle with one corner brace, using the 7” bar
as the base with the 8” bar perpendicular to it, 4 ½” from the hinge.
Step 10. Fasten the hinge to the angle iron.
Step 11. Fasten the 7” aluminum angle to the hinge.
Step 12. Fasten the cable pinch blot to the 7” aluminum angle.
Step 13. Fasten cable sheathing stop at the end of the modified aluminum angle.
Step 14. Dip contact pedal in plasti-dip roughly 6” and let dry.
Step 15. Repeat step 14 for 3 coats.
An assembled prototype of the horizontal pedal system can be seen above in Figure 42. The
bracket attachment can be seen above in Figure 43. Please use this figure as well as our
manufacturing plan and specification sheets while manufacturing and assembling this system.
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6.5 Wire Guide System
A picture of the assembled wire guide system can be seen below in Figure 44. Please use this
figure as well as our drawings, specification sheets, and manufacturing plan while manufacturing
and assembling this subsystem.

Figure 44. Wire Guide Subsystem

Step 1.
Cut one 7” piece from the stock aluminum angle.
Step 2.
Drill seven 3/16” holes into the modified aluminum angle for the pulley, cable
stop, and single swivel socket.
Step 3.
Drill out single swivel socket hinge pin and remove the top part.
Step 4.
Insert and fasten spring attachment bolt to the Harken Pulley.
Step 5.
Fasten Harken Pulley to the modified aluminum angle.
Step 6.
Fasten cable stop to the modified aluminum angle.
Step 7.
Fasten single swivel socket to modified aluminum angle.
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6.6 Clutch Attachment System

Figure 45. Clutch Attachment System

Step 1.
Cut 12-gauge sheet metal into two 3” x 4” pieces.
Step 2.
Cut one sheet metal piece into a U shape with a ¾” width.
Step 3.
Cut one 3” piece and one 12 ½” piece from the stock aluminum angle.
Step 4.
Drill four ¼” holes into both sheet metal pieces.
Step 5.
Drill four ¼” holes into the 12 ½” aluminum angle extension.
Step 6.
Drill six ¼” holes into the modified aluminum angle for the sheet metal and
aluminum angle extension.
Step 7.
Fasten modified aluminum angle to non-U shaped sheet metal piece.
Step 8.
Fasten both sheet metal pieces to each other.
Step 9.
Fasten aluminum angle extension to the modified aluminum angle and attach
angle bracket.
Step 10. Plasti-dip the angle extension roughly 6” and allow to dry for 30 minutes.
Step 11. Repeat step 10 for 3 coats
Step 12. Cut plasti-dip with x-acto knife to expose covered holes
Step 13. Fasten second spring attachment bolt to the open side of the aluminum angle
extension.
Step 14. Fasten wire adjustment pinch bolt to the aluminum angle extension.
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An assembled picture of the clutch attachment system can be seen above in Figure 45. The pedal
actuator system that contains the wire guide and clutch attachment subsystems can be seen in
relation to each other below in Figure 46. Please use this figure as well as our drawings and
specification sheets while manufacturing and assembling this subsystem.

Figure 46. Wire Guide and Clutch Attachment Assembly

6.7 Assembly Plan

Figure 47. Horizontal Pedal System with Wire
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Figure 48. Full Adaptive Vehicle Control Assembly with Wire

Once all sub-assemblies were manufactured and assembled, we began the final assembly of the
device. First we fastened the pipe flange component from the horizontal pedal assembly to the 9
½” steel pipe from the main structure. Next, we fastened the single swivel socket from the wire
guide assembly to the second 12” steel pipe from the main structure. The clutch pedal attachment
did not need any further assembly because it is indirectly attached to the rest of the device via the
wire and springs. Once our device was completely manufactured and assembled, we began
feeding the wire throughout the whole device. First, we fed the wire through the pinch bolt and
the cable housing stop on the horizontal pedal. We fastened the wire to the pinch bolt as securely
as possible because this is the component Laura will be physically interacting with the most. The
wire path through the horizontal pedal system can be seen in Figure 47 above. Next, we fed the
wire through the cable housing which runs down from the horizontal pedal system to the wire
guide system. It was then fed out of the cable sheath stop and through the micro block pulley on
the aluminum angle of the wire guide system. The wire was fed up towards the clutch attachment
system through the aluminum angle and to the pinch bolt. We had to make sure the pinch bolt
was fastened as securely as possible because this is the component that will be pulling the clutch
pedal from the input. Lastly, we connected our spring between the Wire Guide assembly and the
Clutch Attachment assembly. The completely manufactured and assembled device with wire,
springs, and cable sheath can be seen in Figure 48 above. The manufacturing plan for this device
can be found in Appendix N.

6.8 User Manual

A user manual was created to ensure the user of the device has a clear understanding about what
owning and properly operating this device entails. This includes how to install the device in our
sponsor’s 1985 Toyota Celica, installation on another vehicle, how to use the device, and how to
remove it. Throughout the manual, important information regarding the required tools and any
safety concerns are included. The manual also explains how to properly maintain the device so
that it stays in its best condition and information about replacing or repairing parts. Step by step
instructions on how to replace the parts with the anticipated lowest life, the wire and the
horizontal pedal hinge are also included. The manual ends with a list of all parts used on the
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device and the vendor in case the user needs to replace a part. The full user manual can be found
in Appendix O.

7. Design Verification
In our Design Verification process, we analyzed how well our final design met our initial design
specifications. The list of all the specifications our device must meet can be found in Table 2 of
the Objectives chapter. In this chapter, we will examine the results of various tests and
inspections that were performed on the device. Suggested actions will be recommended as
needed.

7.1 Testing

A Design Verification Plan and Results (DVP&R) chart was created to list every specification
that we need to physically test. The chart includes a description of the test, the type of
measurement acquired, the pass/fail criteria, the tools and facilities needed, the parts in the
prototype involved, the team member responsible, the testing date, the numerical results, notes
and recommendations. The DVP&R chart can be found in Appendix P.
Our device had 6 specifications that we physically tested. The following includes a summary of
how each of these specifications was tested and the tools or facilities that we required:
1. Installation/Removal time of less than 2 minutes:
This test required the entire built prototype, a stopwatch, a 1985 Toyota Celica or a similar
vehicle and a team member. Testing for this was conducted in the driveway of our sponsor.
Due to current COVID-19 restrictions, we were limited to only using team members to
perform this test. The team members installed the device while another team member took
the time. The same process was done for the removal of the device. Figure 50 shows a team
member installing the device during the test.

Figure 49. Device Being Installed
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2. Pedal life of more than 1000 cycles:
This test required the completed prototype installed in a manual vehicle. The designated
team member (or members) attempted to press the horizontal pedal with their thigh 1000
times. If the device could no longer function, or showed too much wear to be a concern,
the test would be complete. Figure 51 shows a team member pressing the horizontal
pedal during the pedal life cycles test.

Figure 50. Pedal Actuation

3. Brake actuation time of less than 1 second:
This test required the entire built prototype, a stopwatch, a 1985 Toyota Celica or a
similar vehicle and two team members. The device with all its components was properly
installed in the vehicle before beginning the test. The testing team member was in the
driver seat of the vehicle while the timing team member was on the passenger side. The
testing team member pressed the brake pedal on the randomly timed command of the
timing team member with their left foot, while the timing team member started count
down clock. To pass this specification, each pedal actuation had to be completed within 1
second of the command.
4. Required user actuation for of less than 40 lbf:
The pull test required a 1985 Toyota Celica or a similar vehicle, the entire properly
installed prototype and a hook scale. The designated team member pulled the horizontal
pedal with a force large enough to actuate the clutch pedal. The actual force required for
each run was documented. Figure 52 shows a team member pulling the horizontal pedal
with the hook scale.
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Figure 51. Pull Test to Record User Input Force Required

5. Planar displacement of less than 1 inch:
This test required a working 1985 Toyota Celica or a similar manual vehicle, the entire
prototype and a tape measure. The designated team member drove down the specified
rough road routing with the structure attached a total of 10 times and measured the
displacement of the left and right side after reach run. Before each run the device was
reset to the original position.
6. Survive a wire pull of at least 120 lbf:
This test required the wire we used for the device, two five-gallon buckets, crimping tool,
two s hooks, crimps, and a 1-gallon jug. The designated team member tied the wire from
a balcony with the buckets at the bottom as shown in Figure 53. Water was added to the
buckets at the designated weights until the weight reached 120 lbf.
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Figure 52. Test Set Up for Wire Pull Test

More information of how each test was performed can be found in the Testing Procedures in
Appendix Q.
Should this project continue to be worked on we have some recommended testing that should
take place. If a new hinge is installed, the user input force should be retested to make sure that it
does not add too much internal resistance. Also, we did not have time to fully test a wide suite of
vehicles, so testing to see if the device fits a range of vehicles would be necessary if the device
was to be commercially available or to be released to the public. Both tests are completely
voluntary, and as such aren’t necessary for the device’s operation in the current vehicle that has
already been tested.

7.2 Inspection

For the specifications that require inspection to confirm, we required satisfactory confirmation
from third party users, area experts, and the team members. A summary of these inspections can
be seen below.
1. Satisfactory results from a driver's survey: With the prototype completed, a driving
survey was conducted in order to see the overall intuitiveness of the device. Due to
current COVID-19 restrictions, we limited the driver’s survey to our sponsor. We
explained how the device worked and asked her general guided questions to get feedback.
The fit and dimensions were determined to be satisfactory by our sponsor.
2. Fit in 1985 Toyota Celica: Our sponsor allowed us to borrow her primary vehicle in order
to ensure the device properly fits. Upon testing, the device fits and can adequately be
secured.
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3. Fit in 75% of Selected Vehicles: Due to necessary design changes made to improve the
stability of the device during operation, our device must be modified for each vehicle it is
put into. The modifications required are relatively small and can involve just swapping
out parts, but as it stands our device does not fit in a variety of vehicles.
4. Satisfactory Comfort: Due to current COVID-19 regulations, the satisfactory survey was
combined with the driver’s survey. The device comfort was determined to be satisfactory.
5. Not exceeding 500 Dollar budget: Budgeting was tracked using an excel spreadsheet to
ensure the device did not exceed 500 dollars and came in at 278 dollars.
6. No Permanent Vehicle Modifications: The team ensured that the installation of the device
did not require permanent vehicle modifications. This inspection was done during the fit
inspection.
7. Approval for build from machine shop technician: We have presented our manufacturing
plan to a machine shop technician and they confirmed that it will be possible to build this
device at home.

7.3 Results

Table 5. Numerical Test Summary Table

Test Conducted
Pedal life Cycles
Brake Actuation Time
Wire Pull
Installation Time
Removal Time
Planar Displacement
Load at Pedals (Pull Test)

Requirement
or Target
(units)
>1000 cycles
< 1 (sec)
120 (lbf)
< 2 (mins)
< 2 (mins)
< 1 inch
< 40 (lbf)

Numerical
Result

Pass or Fail

200 cycles
< 1 sec
120 lbf
6 min 47 sec
3 min
0.33 inch
14.5 lbf

Fail
Pass
Pass
Fail
Fail
Pass
Pass

In the Pedal Life Cycles Test, the tester was able to press the clutch pedal about 100 times before
the initial hinge began to fail. We then changed the hinge to a stronger hinge and conducted the
test again. The new hinge was able to survive about 200 cycles before showing wear which does
not meet our specification of no wear before 1000 cycles.
In the Brake Actuation Time Test every unannounced start time resulted in a time under 1 second
for brake actuation. During this test, the test subject also did not contact the device in actuating
any of the test runs. From this we can conclude that the device does not obstruct the use of the
brake pedal and the user brake actuation time meets our specifications.
In the Wire Pull Test there was no visible wear or fraying in the wire for all the loads tested up to
120 lbf. This load met our specifications, which indicates that the wire will not fail under the
loads it will see in normal operating conditions with our device.
In the Install/Removal Time Test, we recorded the time it would take to install or remove the
device and plotted it against the number of attempts. As shown in Figure 54 below, the average
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removal time of the device is around three minutes, whereas the average installation time is
closer to seven minutes. These both do not meet our specification. We found that this was mainly
due to the installation and removal of the clutch attachment assembly. The installation of that
assembly took up the majority of the overall installation time compared to other the assemblies
in the device. The clutch attachment assembly has small components which attributes to this
longer installation time.

Install/Removal Time
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Figure 53. Installation and Removal of Device Time

In the Planar Displacement Test, we first measured the movement in the x and y direction for the
left and right side of the structure. Using the Pythagorean theorem, we were able to find the total
net movement for each side as shown in Figure 55.
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Figure 54. Net Movement at the Left and Right side of the Main Structure
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A total of 10 runs per side was conducted. For the device to pass this test, the total net movement
for each side had to be under 1 inch. As you can see, all the data for the net movement in the left
and right side is well below 1 in, with the highest total net movement near 0.35 inches. Even
though there was some movement, it is very minimal and per our specification will not affect the
functionality of the device.
In the Load at Pedal Test, we recorded data for 10 runs which can be viewed in Figure 56 on the
next page.
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Figure 55. Recorded User Input Force at Horizontal Pedal

The graph in Figure 56 above shows the user input force. The mean input force that we recorded
was 16.5 lbf. We then used uncertainty analysis to validate the results of our test. We calculated
the standard deviation of results to be 2.56 lbf. Assuming a gaussian distribution, we can say
with 99.7% confidence that the force needed to press the pedal will be under 24.2 lbf. This
means that 99.7% of the time the pedal will require less then 24.2lbf. This is well below the
threshold of 40 lbf in the specifications and shows that our device passes this test.

7.4 Recommendations

Upon analyzing the results from the install and removal time tests, we found that while both
times were over our desired 2 minutes, the installation of the device was almost three times as
long as the removal. The bulk of the installation time went to the clutch attachment assembly.
This was mostly due to the various small components required at install this part of the device.
As far as functionality goes, we have no recommendations as it related to installing and
removing the device, however we do recommend a more streamlined design in future iterations
that would allow a quicker and easier installation of the device.
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After conducting the pedal life cycle tests, we came to a few conclusions. One was that
attempting to conduct even 200 cycles was very taxing on the leg being used. The second was
the fact that the device began to show signs of decrease in performance and structural integrity in
the horizontal pedal assembly. Our first recommendation with respect to the results of these tests
would be to redesign the device so that the force required to actuate the clutch pedal is
significantly less. The amount of force currently required to actuate the clutch pedal would not
allow prolonged use of the device. Our second recommendation would be to reinforce the
horizontal pedal design to take a higher load. One way to do this would be to replace the hinge
with a stronger material. While this might drive up the price of the component, the trade-off for
strength would be worth it.
While our planar displacement test showed that the device moved very slight, they were within
about 0.2 inches in the x and y directions. We felt this was within our specifications, but we
could possibly update the design of the device to be more secure within the footbox.
After performing our wire pull test, we found that pulling the pedal required slightly more force
than we expected. This tells us that the design could be refined and improved to require less
force. There are a few recommendations we have that would assist in alleviating the force
required. One is to optimize the spring mechanism used between the clutch pedal assembly and
wire guide assembly. Keeping the wire between the two assemblies in line would also help.
Another recommendation for the overall system to moderate the difficulty of pulling the wire
would be to reduce the friction throughout the system. This friction adds to the amount of force
required to pull the wire. The last recommendation would be to optimize the amount of wire pull
versus the amount of clutch travel. While having a longer amount of wire pull would require
wider range of motion from the user, it would decrease the amount of force required.

8. Project Management
We set out to ideate, design, build, iterate and test in a 9 month schedule. This meant that our
team had hard deadlines to meet throughout the project, and had to have great project
management skills to meet those deadlines. To meet these deadlines, we had to iterate early and
often. We had a concept prototype in the first quarter, and had a structural design by the end of
second quarter. Looking back on it this was a smart approach since our device required quite a
bit of modification. We understood from the onset that the device had a lot of user interaction, so
we needed to test early and often. If we were to do it over again, we would have gotten our
verification prototype built even earlier. The major deadlines for the project are outlined in table
6 on the next page. This timetable that was laid out was efficient in making sure that our project
was well thought out and was completed on time. The area where our team struggled the most
was in the week-to-week goals. During the first quarter we were not leaving enough time for the
items that were not on the overall plan. During the second quarter we adapted, and since then
have been very efficient in adapting week to week to meet our goals. The Gantt chart seen in
Appendix R shows the major milestones that we hit to complete our project on schedule, as well
as the more minor goals that we hit between critical design review and final design review.
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Table 6. Key Deliverables

Deliverable
Scope of Work
Preliminary Design Review
Interim Design Review
Critical Design Review
Senior Project Expo
Final Design Report

Expected Completion Date
October 13, 2020
November 11, 2020
January 13, 2021
February 8, 2021
May 28, 2021
June 4, 2021

9. Conclusion & Recommendations
The Adaptive Vehicle Control Team set out to design a device to help Mrs. Jagels drive a manual
transmission vehicle. The verification prototype given to Mrs. Jagels was the culmination of our
research, ideation, design, and testing. The device works to actuate the clutch in a manual
transmission car through the use of someone’s upper leg. Our group was very adaptable during
this project, and through many iterations created a working prototype. We stayed on track and
were very successful at meeting the deadlines set out at the beginning of this project. Despite this
there were some areas where we didn’t achieve as much as we had hoped. The device still
requires too much input from the user to actuate the clutch, and the reliability of the device is
still in question.
This leads us to some recommendations if someone chose to continue adapting and improving
the device. Fist we would recommend having the seat bolt attachment steel angle welded to the
C-channel to provide extra strength and stiffness. Second, we would recommend sourcing a
better more durable hinge for the horizontal pedal, since this is a major weak point of the
device’s reliability. Third, we would recommend looking into a better form of assist for the user
that cuts down the input from the user, and allows the device to be operated more comfortably,
and for longer. To this end, a larger cushioned contact surface could also be affixed to the
contact pedal. This would make it more comfortable for the user to press the pedal, and lower the
risk of slipping off the pedal. The overall experience of the user can always be tweaked and
adjusted to continue to improve the device, but we hope we provided a proof of concept that a
device like this can work and provided a base platform that can be built off of in the future.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Manual Vehicle Footbox Survey
Dimensions are in inches determined by the car’s owner’s best estimate.
Measurement
E

Measurement
F

Measurement
M

Measurement
P

Measurement
J

Clutch Width

Clutch Height

Clutch Height
(from floor)

Clutch Action

Center of
Clutch to Wall

2 to 2.5

2.5 to 3

5.5 to 6

7 to 7.5

7 or above

2006 Acura TL

2 to 2.5

2 to 2.5

6.5 to 7

3.5 to 4

7 or above

1999 Toyota
Tacoma

2 to 2.5

2.5 to 3

5.5 to 6

6.5 to 7

7 or above

2017 Mazda 3

2.5 to 3

2.5 to 3

6.5 to 7

6 to 6.5

3 to 4

1994 Geo Prizm
LSI

2 to 2.5

2.5 to 3

6 to 6.5

6 to 6.5

6 to 7

2011 Ford Focus
SE

2 to 2.5

2.5 to 3

5 to 5.5

6 to 6.5

7 or above

Unknown

2 to 2.5

2.5 to 3

6 to 6.5

7 to 7.5

6 to 7

2014, Scion, FRS

2 to 2.5

2.5 to 3

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

2002 Dodge Ram
2500

3 to 3.5

2 to 2.5

5 to 5.5

8 or above

7 or above

2009 Toyota
Tacoma truck

2 to 2.5

2 to 2.5

5 to 5.5

6 to 6.5

6 to 7

2002 Dodge Ram
2500

3 to 3.5

2 to 2.5

5 to 5.5

8 or above

7 or above

2012 VW beetle

2 to 2.5

2 to 2.5

2 to 2.5

6.5 to 7

7 or above

Year, Make, and
Model of Vehicle
2013 Mazda
Mazda3
Hatchback

Notes: -- Two 2002 Dodge Ram 2500s were recorded in our survey. The data reported was
identical, so together the inputs count as one vehicle, but are listed here separately for
proof of consistency.
-- The images showing the dimensions used in the survey are on the following page.
-- Not all of the data collected is listed. Only the data relevant to our concept design is in
the table above.

A1

Foot Box Survey Images with Labeled Dimensions

A2

Appendix B: QFD House of Quality

B1

Appendix C: Categorical Idea List
SUB-FUNCTIONS

MODULATE PEDALS

SELECT PEDALS

EMERGENCY BRAKE FUNCTION

IDEAS
Extension pedal
Rod that pushed pedal
Water jet push
Leg pedal attached to hip
Leg brace on prosthetic leg for leg angle,
hip movement
Hip secondary action for clutch
Heel of left leg actuates another pedal
Moving left leg horizontally changes gears
Hydraulic cylinder presses pedal
Spring pushes pedal
Worm gear activated by hip
Electronic actuator adjusts pedal
Moving leg up or down
Lever action of moving hip moves rod
around
Lead weight
Suction cups
Pump and valve too very pressure to move
piston or cylinder
Pulley system to create advantage
A bar connects two pedals together to
actuate at once
Circular leg crank motion
Different leg motions for different pedals
Right leg only for clutch
Multi pedal connected to other pedals
Click upwards to shift pedals
Do not shift pedals
Single pedal, twist/push/pull
Hand control on shifter switches pedals
Magnet detachment
Emergency handbrake
Sliding kick detachment
Mini brake pedal extension
Brake is always pressable
Hand function connected to break
Notched for breakaway
Device doesn't operate brake
Quick release mechanism
Device is flexible to break
C1

Appendix D: Concept Models
Device Attachment

Friction Press Fit Attachment: This method of securing the device involves inset tubes that
extend and press against the outsides of the vehicle foot box.

Adjustable T Press Fit Attachment: This method of securing the device uses a tightening cross
bar and a moving center bar. The center bar can move left, right, forwards, and back to enable a
snug fit in the vehicle, while the horizontal bar locks the vertical bar in place.

Expansion Fit X Attachment: This method of attachment utilizes the crack between the center
console and driver’s seat in the large majority of cars. The x would be compressed, slid in, and
expanded to secure the device.

Driver’s Seat Rail Attachment: This method utilizes the rail that every driver’s seat slides on by
inserting metal rods into those rails to secure the device. Unfortunate upon inspection of an array
of vehicles, this is not a universal solution or feasible option.
D1

Clamp With Ratcheting Wire: The clamping mechanism is attached to the driver seat rails and
the device is secured with ratcheting wires.
Pedal Selection

On Seat Pedals: This idea uses pedals on top of the driver’s seat which could be pressed by Mrs.
Jagels’ right leg. The middle area that looks like a pedal is the rest area, so Mrs. Jagels rest her
leg muscles instead of them constantly being in use.

On Seat U Pedals: Similar to the concept idea above, this design utilizes a U shape that Mrs.
Jagels’ leg would fit in to press down, which would in turn control the vehicle pedals. This
design also features a rest area between the gas and brake.

D2

Pedal Shifter: This concept shifts side to side to select which pedal the user wants to actuate.

Single Pedal: This concept uses a single pedal that gradually pushes in the clutch and brake so
that both pedals could be actuated by one foot.

Angular Selector: This Angular movement to select the clutch or the brake

D3

Pedal Modulation

Retracting Cable: This concept uses a pulley and a wire to actuate the pedal.

Lifting Arm: This concept uses vertical motion by lifting up the lever which then pushes the
pedal down.

Bar Connection: Using a bar that connects both pedals allowing for a general contact location

D4

Push Stick: This concept has a rod that sticks out of the pedal to be pushed to actuate the pedal
and for easy pedal access to the outside edges that can be used to depress the pedal normally.

D5

Appendix E: Pugh Matrices
ATTACHMENT
CRITERIA
Ease of
Install/Removal
No Vehicle
Modification
Fits in Vehicle
Space
Easily Buildable
Works on
Variety of
Vehicles
Safe and reliable
TOTAL

Friction
Fit
Footbox

Friction
on Rail

Expansion
Between
Seat and
Console

Bolted to
Rail

Friction Fit
Footbox Multidirection

Combo of
1 and 3

-

+

-

-

S

S

S

-

S

S

+

+

+

-

S

-

S

S

S

S

-

-

-

S

+

-2

0

+
-1

+
0

+
+2

DATUM

0

PEDAL
SELECTION
CRITERIA
Can Work on
Variety of
Vehicles
Use Right Leg
Easy to Build
Low
Maintenance
Safe and
Reliable
Fits in Vehicle
Space
Not Tiresome
Intuitive
Not Block
Emergency
Control
TOTAL

Pedal Shifter

Single Pedal w/
Double Potential

Angular Actuator

Single Pedal

S

S

S

S
-

S
-

S
-

S

S

S

+

+

-

S

S

S

S
S

S
S

S
S

+

-

+

+1

-1

-1

DATUM

0

E1

PEDAL
MODULATION
CRITERIA

Pedal Bar
Connector

Easily buildable
No Vehicle
Modification
Not Tiresome
Use Right Leg
Intuitive
TOTAL

Vertical Motion
Pedal
-

DATUM

0

+

Rod that Pushes
Pedal
+

S

S

S

S
+
+
+1

+
+
+2

+
S
+1

MATERIAL
CHOICE
CRITERIA
Within Budget
Safe and
Reliable
Low
Maintenance
Easily Buildable
Fits in Vehicle
Space
TOTAL

Metal
Pipe

DATUM

0

PVC
Pipe

Machined
Metal

+

-

Cables
and
Pulleys
+

-

+

S

Pedal with Pulley

Sheet
Metal

Plastic

Wood

+

+

+

-

-

-

-

S

-

S

S

-

+

-

+

S

S

+

-

+

+

S

S

-

0

0

+1

0

0

-1

E2

0.054
4
0.217
3.5
0.190
2.5
0.136
4.5
0.244
3.5
0.190
3
0.163

0.093
5
0.464
5
0.464
4
0.371
4
0.371
5
0.464
4
0.371

0.117
5
0.587
5
0.587
5
0.587
3
0.352
5
0.587
4
0.470

0.062
5
0.309
5
0.309
5
0.309
5
0.309
5
0.309
5
0.309

0.031
3.5
0.108
3.5
0.108
2.5
0.077
4.5
0.139
3.5
0.108
4
0.124

F1

0.031
4
0.124
3.75
0.116
4
0.124
4.5
0.139
3.75
0.116
4
0.124

0.099
5
0.495
4.5
0.445
5
0.495
3
0.297
4.5
0.445
3.5
0.346

0.025
5
0.124
4.5
0.111
4.5
0.111
2
0.049
4.5
0.111
4
0.099

0.025
5
0.124
5
0.124
5
0.124
2.5
0.062
5
0.124
3
0.074

Vehicle Modification

Planar Displacement

Load at Pedals

Can it be Built at Cal Poly

Tracking Budget

Brake Actuation Time

Comfort Survey

Check Fit Vehicle Suite

Cycling of Pedal

Driving Survey
0.173
3.75
0.649
5
0.865
2.75
0.476
4.5
0.779
4
0.692
2.5
0.433

Check Fit 2003 Ford Focus

Criteria:
Weighting:
score
Design 1
total
score
Design 2
total
score
Design 3
total
score
Design 4
total
score
Design 5
total
score
Design 6
total

Loading Case

Install/Removal Time

Appendix F: Weighted Decision Matrix

Totals:
0.124
3
0.371
3
0.371
4
0.495
4
0.495
2.5
0.309
2.5
0.309

0.124
5
0.618
5
0.618
5
0.618
4
0.495
5
0.618
5
0.618

0.043
5
0.216
5
0.216
5
0.216
5
0.216
5
0.216
5
0.216

4.40
4.52
4.14
3.95
4.29
3.66

Appendix G: Preliminary Calculations

G1

G2

Appendix H: Design Hazard Checklist

Y

N
1. Will any part of the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating, running,
shearing, punching, pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing or
similar action, including pinch points and sheer points?





2. Can any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?
3. Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces?



4. Will the system produce a projectile?



5. Would it be possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury?



6. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?
7. Will the system have any sharp edges?




8. Will any part of the electrical systems not be grounded?



9. Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage in the system above 40 V?



10. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as batteries, flywheels,
hanging weights or pressurized fluids?



11. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or dust fuel as part of
the system?
12. Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or physical
posture during the use of the design?





13. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in
either the design or the manufacturing of the design?



14. Can the system generate high levels of noise?



15. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such
as fog, humidity, cold, high temperatures, etc?



16. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner?



17. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please
explain on reverse.

H1

Description of Hazard
Push lever with right leg to
actuate pedal

Moving parts

Device failing

Device has sharp edges

Planned Corrective Action
Laura will be using her leg in a sideways
motion to actuate the pedal. Although not a
typical movement, we will make it, so it is
not difficult to move. (not extremely tense)
Anything with moving parts has the
potential of being used in an unsafe
manner. It would be best to cover the
pulley (or gear) system used so that it
makes not get caught on anything.
Similarly having the device attached well
so that it can only be used as intended.
If the device fails, Laura will have easy
access to the brake with her left foot in
order to prevent an accident.

Planned Actual
Date
Date
11/25
**

12/4

**

11/30

**

The device will have a lot of cut metal with 2/20
the potential for sharp edges. To remedy
this, we will cover sharp edges that will
come in contact with the user and we will
round out the other edges with a file.

H2

Appendix I: Indented Bill of Materials

I1

Appendix J: Drawing Package

Table of Contents:

1000 –– Top Level Assembly
1000-E –– Exploded Top Level Assembly
1100-E –– Device Attachment Assembly (Exploded)
1110-E –– Main Structure Assembly (Exploded)
111-1 –– Pull Up Bar Specifications Sheet
F-111-2 –– 10-24, 1 ½ inch Bolt Specifications Sheet
F-111-3 –– 10-24 Nylon Lock Nut Specifications Sheet
F-111-4 –– 10-24 Washer Specifications Sheet
111-5 –– ¾ inch Structural Pipe T
111-6 –– ¾ inch Structural Pipe Elbow Specifications Sheet
111-7 through 111-9 –– ¾ inch Schedule 40 Steel Pipe Cut Sheet
111-10 –– Double Pipe Clamp
1120-E –– Rear Attachment Assembly (Exploded)
112-1 –– 10-24 Threaded Rod Specifications Sheet
112-2 –– 10-24 Coupling Nut Specifications Sheet
112-3 –– Rubber Sheeting Specifications Sheet
112-4 –– Rear Bar Stock
A-112-5 –– Locktite Super Glue Specifications Sheet
1200-E –– Horizontal Pedal Assembly (Exploded)
12-10 –– Hinge Specifications Sheet
F-12-20 –– 8-32 Nut Specifications Sheet
F-12-30 –– 8-32, ½ inch Bolt Specifications Sheet
12-40 –– ¾ inch Structural Pipe Flange Specifications Sheet
F-12-50 –– ¼” , ½ inch Bolt Specifications Sheet
F-12-60 –– ¼” Nylon Lock Nut Specifications Sheet
F-12-70 –– ¼” Washer Specifications Sheet
W-12-80 –– Pinch Bolt Specifications Sheet
12-90 –– Bike Brake Adjuster Specifications Sheet
12-100 –– Hinge Bar Stock
12-110 –– Contact Bar Stock
12-120 –– L Bracket Specifications Sheet
12-130 –– Rubber Padding Sheet Specifications Sheet
12-140 –– Support Angle Iron
1300-E –– Wire Guide Assembly (Exploded)
13-10 –– Single Swivel Socket
F-13-20 –– ¼”, ¾ inch Bolt Specifications Sheet
13-30 –– Pulley Specifications Sheet
F-13-40 –– 10-24 ½ inch Bolt Specifications Sheet
13-50 –– Guide Angle Iron
J1

13-60 –– Cable Sheathing Stop Specifications Sheet
F-13-70 –– 4-40 ½ inch Bolt Specifications Sheet
F-13-80 –– 4-40 Nut Specifications Sheet
1400-E –– Clutch Attachment Assembly (Exploded)
14-10 –– Clutch Front Plate
14-20 –– Clutch Back Plate
14-30 –– Clutch Angle Iron
F-14-40 –– 10-24, 1 inch Bolt Specifications Sheet
1500 –– Actuation Cable Specifications Sheet

J2

1000 –– Top Level Assembly

J3

1000-E –– Exploded Top Level Assembly

J4

1100-E –– Device Attachment Assembly (Exploded)

J5

1110-E –– Main Structure Assembly (Exploded)

J6

111-1A –– Pull Up Bar Specifications Sheet

J7

F-111-2 –– 10-24, 1 ½ inch Bolt Specifications Sheet

J8

F-111-3 –– 10-24 Nylon Lock Nut Specifications Sheet

J9

F-111-4 –– 10-24 Washer Specifications Sheet

J10

111-5 –– ¾ inch Structural Pipe T

J11

111-6 –– ¾ inch Structural Pipe Elbow

J12

111-7 through 111-9 –– ¾ inch Schedule 40 Steel Pipe

J13

111-10 –– Double Pipe Clamp

J14

1120-E –– Rear Attachment Assembly (Exploded)

J15

112-1 –– 10-24 Threaded Rod Specifications Sheet

J16

112-2 –– 10-24 Coupling Nut Specifications Sheet

J17

112-3 –– Rubber Sheeting Specifications Sheet

J18

112-4 –– Rear Bar Stock

J19

A-112-5 –– Locktite Super Glue Specifications Sheet

J20

1200-E –– Horizontal Pedal Assembly (Exploded)

J21

12-10 –– Hinge Specifications Sheet

J22

F-12-20 –– 8-32 Nut Specifications Sheet

J23

F-12-30 –– 8-32, ½ inch Bolt Specifications Sheet

J24

12-40 –– ¾ inch Structural Pipe Flange Specifications Sheet

J25

F-12-50 –– ¼” , ½ inch Bolt Specifications Sheet

J26

F-12-60 –– ¼” Nylon Lock Nut Specifications Sheet

J27

F-12-70 –– ¼” Washer Specifications Sheet

J28

W-12-80 –– Pinch Bolt Specifications Sheet

J29

12-90 –– Bike Brake Adjuster Specifications Sheet

J30

12-100 –– Hinge Bar Stock

J31

12-110 –– Contact Bar Stock

J32

12-120 –– L Bracket Specifications Sheet

J33

12-130 –– Rubber Padding Sheet Specifications Sheet

J34

12-140 –– Support Angle Iron

J35

1300-E –– Wire Guide Assembly (Exploded)

J36

13-10 –– Single Swivel Socket

J37

F-13-20 –– ¼”, ¾ inch Bolt Specifications Sheet

J38

13-30 –– Pulley Specifications Sheet

J39

F-13-40 –– 10-24 ½ inch Bolt Specifications Sheet

J40

13-50 –– Guide Angle Iron

J41

13-60 –– Cable Sheathing Stop Specifications Sheet

J42

F-13-70 –– 4-40 ½ inch Bolt Specifications Sheet

J43

F-13-80 –– 4-40 Nut Specifications Sheet

J44

1400-E –– Clutch Attachment Assembly (Exploded)

J45

14-10 –– Clutch Front Plate

J46

14-20 –– Clutch Back Plate

J47

14-30 –– Clutch Angle Iron

J48

F-14-40 –– 10-24, 1 inch Bolt Specifications Sheet

J49

1500 –– Actuation Cable Specifications Sheet

J50

Appendix K: Analysis and Calculations

Dimensioned Pictures for Example Calculations and Excel
Forces Model.

K1

K2

Excel Forces Model
For 8 inches of clutch pedal travel:

K3

For 6 inches of clutch pedal travel:

K4

K5

K6

K7

K8

K9

K10

K11

K12

Attachment
/ Be Rigid

Attachment
/
Adjustable

Horizontal
Pedal /
Take User
Input

- Device
moves

a) Device
becomes
projectile
b) Device
doesn’t
actuate clutch

- Device tube
breaks

a) Device
won't actuate
clutch
b) Device
becomes
weaponized

- Device
flexes too
much

a) won't
provide
consistent
user feedback
b) won't
actuate clutch
in predictable
manor

- Device
doesn't fit

a) Device can't
be installed in
vehicle

- Pedal
Plastically
Deforms

a) Device
won't actuate
clutch
b) Sharp
edges
potentially
exposed

6

Potential
Causes of
the Failure
Mode

1) spring too
weak
2) not
enough
friction
surface area
3) not
attached
properly
4) expansion
tube untwists

Current
Preventative
Activities

1) Installation
instructions
2) pull testing
3) vibration
testing

Current
Detection
Activities

Priority

Attachment
/ Provide
Structural
Support

Potential
Effects of
the Failure
Mode

Detection

Attachment
/ Secure
Device

Potential
Failure
Mode

Occurrence

System /
Function

Severity

Appendix L: FMEA (Failure Mode and Effects Analysis)

5

Customer
clinic

2

60

2

- inspect
structural
tubes for
irregularities

2

28

2

16

7

1) tube too
thin
2) too much
force applied
3) device
used
improperly

1) weigh users
2) impact
factor
3) stress
analysis
4) fatigue
strength

4

1) Tubes too
thin
2) Cable not
tight
3) not
attached
properly
4) moment
arm too long
5)Adjustment
set screws
not tightened
properly

1)FEA
analysis
2)instructions
on attachment
3) testing/calcs
for cable
tension

2

can feel and
see the
device
flexing

3

1) Vehicle
outside
design range
2) Device not
installed
properly

1) Customer
survey results
analysis to fit
in as many
cars
2)
measure
Laura's cars
3)instructions
on proper
installation

3

see if it fits
when
installing

2

18

8

1) Pedal too
thin
2) Excessive
pedal force

1) Pedal
Deflection and
FOS
Calculations

2

-visual
inspection
for shear
marks

5

80
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Horizontal
Pedal /
Adjustable

Horizontal
Pedal /
Adjustable

- wire
detaches

a) Device
won't actuate
clutch
b) Exposed,
sharp wire
c) Wire gets
lost in casing

- Padding
falls off

a) Pedal is
uncomfortable
b) user is
injured
c) User can't
actuate clutch

Adjustment
stuck

Adjustment
breaks

a) User can't
actuate pedal
b) Pedal
actuation
uncomfortable

a) User can't
actuate pedal
b) Potential
driving hazard

Priority

Horizontal
Pedal /
Comfort

- Clutch
actuation
too acute

a) User can't
effectively use
clutch
b) Clutch
Burnout
c) Clutch
feedback not
granular

Current
Detection
Activities

Detection

Horizontal
Pedal /
Pull Wire

Potential
Effects of
the Failure
Mode

Occurrence

Horizontal
Pedal /
Provide
Feedback

Potential
Failure
Mode

4

-Press in the
pedal

3

48

1) Wire cycle
test until
failure

3

-Yank the
wire to see if
it detaches

4

96

1) Glue
degradation
2) device
damaged

1) Glue
selection will
factor in
depredation

1

testing will
check glue
strength

8

24

5

1) extreme
temperatures
2) Lack of
lubrications
3) poor fit
and finish

1) manual will
outline
lubrication
maintenance
2) fit and
finished
assessed
during
assembly

2

user
inspection of
components
as
maintenance

4

40

8

1) excessive
force
2) misuse of
adjustment
securer
3) tubes too
thin

1) Instructions
on how to
adjust device
2) reliability
testing

2

-visual
inspection of
device

3

48

Potential
Causes of
the Failure
Mode

Current
Preventative
Activities

4

1) Device
adjusted
incorrectly
2) Vehicle
space
insufficient

1) Pedal cycle
test

8

1) Wire too
thin
2) Improper
wire
attachment
3) excessive
force

3

Severity

System /
Function

L2

General /
Noise

- Wire breaks

a) Device
can't
actuate
clutch
b)
Potential
driving
hazard

- Device is loud

a)
Annoyance
of user
b)
Premature
wear
c)
distracting
user
d) ruins fire
2021
mixtape

5

1) wire too
loose
2)
excessive
vibration
3) poor wire
encasement

1) reliability testing
2) vibration testing
3) design will
minimize unguided
wire length

8

1) Improper
installation
2) Improper
wire
attachment
3)
excessive
force
4)
Attachment
material
breaks

1) robust wire
attachments/crimps
2) Attachment
failure testing

8

1) Wire too
thin
2) Improper
wire
attachment
3)
excessive
force

1) Projected wire
tensile load
calculations
2) Wire redirect
calculations

3

1) squeaky
rotation
joints
2) lack of
lubrication
3) friction
on wire
4)
excessive
device wear

1) Lubricate parts
2) Enclosed gears
3) nice tolerances

L3

Current
Detection
Activities

Priority

Pedal
Actuation
/ Pull the
Pedal

- attachment
breaks/becomes
loose

a) Device
can't
actuate
clutch
b)
Potential
driving
hazard

Current
Preventative
Activities

Detection

Pedal
Actuation
/ Attach to
Pedal

- wire isn't
guided

a) rouge
wire
hazard
b) bonus
system
friction
c) broken
wire
d) harder
to actuate
clutch

Potential
Causes of
the
Failure
Mode

Occurrence

Pedal
Actuation
/ Guide
Wire

Potential
Failure Mode

Severity

System /
Function

Potential
Effects
of the
Failure
Mode

4

-before
operation visual
inspection
with device
actuation

1

20

4

- wear
checks on
attachment
- visual
inspection
with device
actuation

2

64

2

- visual
wear
checks
- device
actuation

1

16

5

listen for
noises
look for
wearing

1

15

Appendix M: Project Budget
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Appendix N: Manufacturing Plan

Manufacturing Plan

*Please use Models 1-6 to assist in manufacturing process. All holes, cut lengths, and cut dimensions are further
specified in the drawing package in Appendix J.

Device Attachment Structure
Main Structure
Hack Saw
1. Cut two 12-inch pieces from the 6ft x ¾in x 1/16in steel pipe.
2. Cut one 13-inch piece from the same pipe.
3. Cut one 5-inch piece from the same pipe.
4. Cut one 18 inch piece from the same pipe
Assembly
5. Insert one 3/4-inch Pipe Tee through each side of the 18” main steel pipe.
6. Insert the 5-inch steel pipe on to the right-hand side Pipe Tee and tighten set screw.
7. Insert one 12-inch steel pipe on to the left-hand side Pipe Tee and tighten set screw.
8. Insert double pipe clamp at the center of the left-hand side steel pipe.
9. Insert the second 12-inch steel pipe on the other side of double pipe clamp and tighten the
clamp bolt.
10. Insert Pipe Elbow on to the right-hand side 5 inch steel pipe.
11. Face Pipe Elbow in the vertical position and tighten set screws.
12. Insert 13-inch steel pipe on to the Pipe Elbow and tighten set screws.
Drill
13. Disassemble and mark locations of set screws.
14. Center punch and drill the 3/8-inch holes for the set screws
15. Repeat steps 5-12 to reassemble

Two 12” steel pipes

Double pipe clamp
13” steel pipe
Pipe Elbow
19” steel pipe
4” steel pipe

Pipe Tees
Model 1. Main Structure and Side Attachments
N1

Seat Bolt Attachment
Hack Saw
1. Cut a 19 inch piece from the 1 ½ x 36 inch piece of angle iron.
2. Cut 19 1/2 inch piece from the C-channel.
3. Cut 40 degree angle on C-channel with hack saw.
4. Cut 40 degree angle wedge out of ¾ inch pipe.
Drill
5. Drill two 3/8th holes in the angle iron to fit the seat rail spacing.
6. Drill one 3/8th hole 1 5/8-inches offset from seat rail hole on opposite flange of angle
iron.
Assembly
7. Put 1 ½-inch x 3/8-inch bolt through C-channel and angle iron, and then add two washers
and the nut. Tighten entire assembly.

Pipe wedge
C-channel

Angle Iron

Model 2. Seat Bolt Attachment

Horizontal Pedal System
Hack Saw
1. Cut one 7-inch-long piece of support angle from the 1½-inch x 96-in aluminum angle.
Hand Drill
2. Drill two ¼-inch diameter holes in the base of the support angle for the attachment to the
structural pipe flange.
3. Drill two 3/16-inch diameter holes in the end of the support angle for the hinge
attachment.
4. Drill one ¼-inch diameter hole in the opposite end of the support angle iron for the cable
sheath stop.
Hack Saw

N2

5. Cut one 7-inch-length piece of hinge aluminum angle from the 1½-inch x 96-in
aluminum angle.
6. Cut one 8-inch-length piece of contact aluminum angle from the 1 ¼-inch x 96-in
aluminum angle.
7. Dip contact Aluminum angle 6 inches into Plasti Dip and let dry for 30 minutes.
8. Reapply Plasti Dip to 3 coats, letting dry for 12 hours after final coat.
Hand Drill
9. Drill 4 ¼-inch diameter holes in the 7-inch hinge aluminum angle for the angle bracket
attachment.
10. Drill 2 ¼ inch holes for attachment between contact angle and hinge angle.
11. Drill one ¼-inch diameter hole for the wire adjustment stop in the 7-inch hinge aluminum
angle.
12. Drill one 1/8-inch diameter hole in the 7-inch hinge aluminum angle for the cable to run
through.
13. Drill two 3/16-inch diameter holes for the hinge attachment bolts in the 7-inch hinge
aluminum angle.
14. Drill two ¼-inch diameter holes in the 8-inch contact aluminum angle for the angle
bracket attachment
Assembly
15. Attach the support aluminum angle to the structural pipe flange using two ¼-inch flat
head screws and nuts.
16. Attach the two pieces of aluminum angle with the angle bracket and the 6 8-32 flat head
screws and nuts; use the 7-inch-length hinge aluminum angle as the base with the 8-inch
contact aluminum angle perpendicular to it in the center.
17. Attach the hinge to the support aluminum angle using two 8-32 flat head screws and nuts.
18. Attach the hinge aluminum angle to the hinge using two 8-32 flat head screws and nuts.
19. Attach the wire adjustment stop in the hole at the end of the hinge aluminum angle.
20. Screw in the cable sheath stop at the end of the support angle iron.
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Hinge
Support angle iron

Contact angle
Hinge Angle
Plasti-dip
Wire stop

Model 3. Horizontal Pedal System

Wire Guide System
Hack Saw
21. Cut 1½-in x 96-in aluminum angle previously used in to a 7-inch-length guide angle iron.
Hand Drill
22. Drill two 3/16-inch diameter hole towards the bottom of the guide angle iron base.
23. Drill four 3/16-inch diameter holes down from the top center of the guide angle iron base.
24. Drill one 3/16-inch diameter hole down from the left-side bottom corner of the guide
angle iron.
25. Drill out single swivel socket hinge pin and remove the top part.
Assembly
26. Place Harken Micro Block Pulley over the four drilled holes on angle iron.
27. Fasten Pulley using four 10-24 hex head bolts, nuts, and washers.
28. Insert cable housing stop into the drilled holes from step 2 and fasten using 4-40 flat head
bolts and nuts.
29. Fasten guide angle iron to single swivel socket using a ¼-inch bolt, nut, and washer.
30. Affix ¼ inch bolt to the top of pully for spring attachment
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Spring
attachment

Pully

Swivel Socket
Cable
housing stop

Model 4. Wire Guide Assembly

Clutch Attachment System
Hack Saw
1. Cut 12-gauge sheet metal to two 3-inch x 4-inch pieces, a clutch front plate and back
plate.
2. Cut a one of the 3x4 pieces into a U leaving 0.75-inch thickness for the U body, we’ll call
this the clutch back plate.
3. Cut a piece of the 1½-in x 96-in aluminum angle to a 4-inch-length clutch aluminum
angle.
4. Cut a piece of the 1 ¼-in x 96-in aluminum angle to a 12-inch-length clutch extension
aluminum angle.
5. Dip clutch extension aluminum angle 6 inches into Plasti Dip and let dry for 30 minutes.
6. Reapply Plasti Dip to 3 coats, letting dry for 12 hours after final coat.
Hand Drill
7. Drill four ¼-inch diameter holes into both 12-gauge sheet metal pieces.
8. Drill four ¼-inch diameter holes in the clutch aluminum angle.
9. Drill one 3/8-inch diameter hole into the clutch extension aluminum angle for the wire
adjustment stop.
10. Drill one ¼-inch diameter hole into the clutch extension aluminum angle for the spring
attachment.
11. Drill four ¼-inch diameter holes in the clutch extension aluminum angle for the bracket
and clutch aluminum angle attachment.
Assembly
12. Attach angle bracket to the clutch aluminum angle with two 10-24 bolts.
13. Attach clutch extension aluminum angle to clutch aluminum angle with the angle bracket
and four 10-24 bolts.
14. Fasten clutch aluminum angle to clutch front plate using two 10-24 bolts and wing nuts.
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15. Fasten both sheet metal pieces to each other using two 10-24 bolts and wing nuts.
16. Attach wire adjustment stop and spring attachment to the clutch extension aluminum
angle.

Cable stop /spring
attachment
Clutch extension
aluminum angle

Clutch aluminum
angle

Front plate

Back plate
Model 5. Clutch Attachment Assembly

Final Assembly
Major Structures
1. Fit the pipe flange horizontal pedal assembly onto the vertical 9-inch pipe of the main
structure.
2. Square up the horizontal pedal with the main structure and tighten the set screw.
3. Fit the single swivel socket and the attached wire guide system onto the second 12-inch
pipe of the main structure.
4. Adjust the clutch attachment system so that the aluminum angle is going vertical and
tighten the set screw.
Wire
1.
2.
3.
4.

Feed the wire through the pinch bolt and the cable housing stop on the horizontal pedal.
Tighten the pinch bolt on the horizontal pedal.
Feed the wire through the cable housing.
Feed the wire through the cable sheath stop and the micro block pulley on the guide angle
iron.
5. Feed the wire through the pinch bolt on the angle iron of the clutch attachment and
tighten the pinch bolt.
N6

Model 6. Full Adaptive Vehicle Control Assembly with Wire

N7

Summary of Manufacturing Needs

N8

Appendix O: User Manual

User Manual

Adaptive Vehicle Control Device: Clutch Actuation
5/17/21

Mechanical Engineering Department
California Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo
Spring 2021
Written By: Brian Finger, Chris Villa, Jake Larson, Maria Vargas
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User Manual
This User Manual includes instructions for use of the device as well as important safety
information. Read this manual in its entirely to have a sufficient understanding of all the safety
warnings and cautions before operating the device.
Important:

This device is meant for use in a 1985 Toyota Celica vehicle.

Caution: Please wear closed toe shoes and long pants during the installation, usage, removal and
repairment of this device.
Tools Required for Device Installation
- Adjustable Crescent Wrench
- 14 mm Socket
Installing the Adaptive Vehicle Control device
Follow these instructions to install the device in the driver’s side of the vehicle:
1. Unfasten the front two seat bolts located on the bottom left and right of the seat railing.

2. Fasten the securement assembly to the seat railing using the seat bolts. Hand tighten the
bolts first before using a ratchet to ensure that they do not become cross threaded.
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3. Slightly loosen the set screw on the forward jog T collar located on the main body
horizontal bar, this will make it easier avoid it hitting the steering wheel when fitting the
device in.

Loosen

4. Fit the main body assembly between the console and door so that it sits on the securement
assembly. Loosen the double pipe clamp and change the length (if necessary) so that the
wire guide assembly sits against the back of the vehicle’s footbox to the left of the path of
the clutch pedal.

5. Turn the forward jog T collar up to a vertical position and fasten the set screws using a
hex key.

Vertica

Tighten
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6. Use reusable zip ties to fasten the main body assembly to the securement assembly.
Ensure that each zip tie is tightened to the maximum to ensure that the device will remain
immobile.

7. Place the clutch attachment around the clutch pedal and fasten all four wing nuts tightly.
Take time to switch between wingnuts and obtain equal tightening.

8. Place the wire being fed through the wire guide assembly through the pinch bolt and
fasten the pinch bolt once the wire is in sufficient tension. It is important to apply a little
O4

preload to the system to eliminate the play at the top of most clutch pedals. This reduces
the overall end travel required from the user.

9. Attach the spring from bolt on the pulley in the wire guide assembly to the bolt on the
clutch attachment assembly.

10. The device is now ready for use. With the parking brake on, test the actuation of the
clutch pedal to ensure proper securement and function before attempting to drive.
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Installation on a Different Vehicle
The device may be used on a different model vehicle assuming that it meets some criteria, and
the modifications to the device are met. The Criteria to use the device in a different vehicle are.
1. There must be adequate space in the footbox for the device to sit.
2. The front two seat bolts must be exposed in order for the device to attach.
3. There must be sufficient space to the left of the clutch to allow for the wire guide
assembly to sit unobstructed.
If these criteria are met, then the device can be moved to the new vehicle. There are a couple of
pieces that need to be adjusted to fit each vehicle model individually to allow for the best driving
experience. Not all of the process will need to be adjusted for every car, but each should be
checked with every new car that the device is installed in. Below are the components that may
need to be adjusted.
1. The seat bolt assembly may need new holes drilled to the spacing of the seat rails in the
new car. Verify the new position of the seat rails in the new car and drill holes slightly
larger than the seat bolts,
2. The spring constant must be adjusted to allow for pedal to return to original position
while still providing assist. This may involve adding more springs or taking some springs
out.
3. Horizontal pedal upright may have to be cut to new length. In the event that the driving
position in a new car is much higher than the original, the upright for the horizontal pedal
may need to be adjusted. This will involve cutting a new piece of pipe to length and
drilling new holes in the upright for the set screw.
Actuating the Clutch Pedal
Follow these instructions to actuate the clutch pedal using the device:
1. To actuate the clutch pedal, place your upper right leg on the contact zone of the
horizontal pedal.
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2. Actuate the clutch as needed by pushing the horizontal pedal to the right with your right
upper leg. With practice, you will be able to feel when the clutch engages and disengages.

3. Guide the horizontal pedal to the initial resting position to disengage the clutch.

Removing the Adaptive Vehicle Control device
Follow these instructions to remove the device from the driver’s side of the vehicle:
1. Detach the spring from the wire guide assembly

2. Loosen the pinch bolt from the clutch attachment assembly and remove the bolt and wire.
Re-screw the capped nut onto the bolt on the wire for safe keeping.
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3. Loosen all four wing nuts on the clutch attachment assembly. Fully remove both bolts on
the left side and slide the assembly off to the right. Reassemble all bolts and wing nuts for
safe keeping.

4. Completely undo all reusable zip ties used to attach the main body assembly to the bolted
securement assembly.
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5. Use a hex key to loosen the set screw attaching the forward jog T collar to the main body
horizontal bar. Move the forward end of the main assembly with the wire guide assembly
to the right and forward to allow the T collar to be slid off of the left end of the main
body horizontal bar. Grab the two pieces together and remove them from the vehicle.

6. Choose the extent of device removal you wish to achieve.
a. Leave the bolted securement assembly in the care and the removal is finished.
b. Remove the securement assembly by unscrewing driver seat bolts. Replace the
driver’s seat bolts and tighten to industry specifications. Be careful not to cross
thread the seat bolts when re-tightening them.

Maintenance
There are no set maintenance times for this device. However, in order to ensure the user’s safety
and the device’s reliability, the occasional replacement of parts may be required. If any part
appears bent, deformed, or non-functional, it should be replaced. If the wire becomes frayed or
excessively kinked between the two pinch bolts, it should be replaced.
To keep your device in its best condition it is important to try to keep your device indoors when
it is not being used, avoid getting the device excessively wet, and avoid getting an excessive
amount of dirt on the device. Although the device is robust, we advise you to not throw or drop
the device or any of its components as it can be dangerous to you and may affect the device’s
functionality.
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Repairing or Replacing Parts
All parts of this device may be replaced as needed. Details on the manufacturing or purchasing
of parts can be found in the Manufacturing Section of the report. Attachment 1 includes a device
part list which lists the vendor the specific item was purchased from. Since all parts are off the
shelf, all items may be purchased from your preferred retailers if you are ensuring the raw
material dimensions are correct.
The items that we anticipate have the lowest life for this device are the horizontal pedal hinge
and the wire. These items can be purchased at Home Depot and Amazon respectively. Please see
the Attachment 1 for the exact product name and the suppliers item number.
Tools Required for Replacing Parts
- Adjustable Crescent Wrench
- Wire Cutters
- Philips Screwdriver
Replacing the Wire
1. To remove the old wire, untighten all pinch bolts holding the wire and remove it.
2. Using the new wire, feed the wire through the pinch bolt and the cable housing stop on
the horizontal pedal. If there is a cap on then end of the wire, you will need to cut it off
before feeding it through the pinch bolt and cable housing.
2. Tighten the pinch bolt on the horizontal pedal using a crescent wrench.
3. Feed the wire through the cable housing.
4. Feed the wire through the cable sheath stop and the micro block pulley on the guide angle
5. Feed the wire through the pinch bolt on the angle of the clutch extender and tighten the
pinch bolt.

Replacing the Hinge
1. Unscrew the two bolts connecting the hinge to the support angle. If the bolts and nuts are
intact, save them for reassembly.
2. Unscrew the two bolts attaching the hinge to the hinge bar stock.
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3. Using the new hinge, attach it to the support angle iron using the same bolts and nuts
removed.
4. Attach the rotating aluminum angle to the new hinge using the two bolts and nuts that
were previously removed. When tightening them down for the final time, make sure to
angle the far edge of the rotating aluminum angle up with respect to the hinge attachment
(using the play between the bolts and holes). This ensures that the non-hinge side of the
rotating aluminum angle does not contact the structure aluminum angle when the device
is actuated.
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Attachment 1: Device Part List
Item Description

Vendor

Vendor Part Number

Pull Up Bar

Amazon/Handsonic

ASINB08JH1GK8X

Project
Part
Number
111-1

10-24, 1 1/2-inch Bolt w/ Philips Head

Ace Hardware

56271

F-111-2

10-24 Nylon Lock Nut

Ace Hardware

57761

F-111-3

10-24 Washer

Ace Hardware

-

F-111-4

3/4 in Pipe Tee

Lowe's/SteelTek

737765

111-5

3/4 in 90 degrees Steel Elbow

Lowe's

737774

111-6

12-inch pieces from: 6ft x 3/4 in. x 1/16 in. Plain Steel Round Tube

Lowe's

738051

111-7

3-inch piece from: 6ft x 3/4 in. x 1/16 in. Plain Steel Round Tube

Lowe's

738051

111-8

13 in piece from: 6ft x 3/4 in. x 1/16 in. Plain Steel Round Tube

Lowe's

738051

111-9

Double Pipe Clamp Zinc Plated (includes bolt and nut in clamp)

Home Depot

203359505

111-10

3ft of 10-24 threaded rod

Ace Hardware

52104

112-1

10-24 coupling nut

Ace Hardware

5207717

112-2

3/16 in. Thick x 2 in. Width x 36 in. Length - Black - 60A Durometer Cut to (Dim)

Home Depot

314514581

112-3

1 in x 36 in Plain Steel Flat Bar (Rear Bar Stock)

Home Depot

204225720

112-4

Loctite Super Glue:" Ultra Gel Control 4g Super Glue"

Home Depot

202020461

A-112-5

1 in Zinc Plated Hinge

Home Depot

202034166

12-10.

8-32 Nylon Lock Nut

Ace Hardware

-

F-12-20

8-32, 18-8 Stainless Steel Flat Head Screw Standard, 1/2 inch

Ace Hardware

-

F-12-30

3/4 in Pipe Flange

Home Depot

100120677

12-40

1/4in 18-8 Stainless Steel Flat Head Screw Standard (1/2 inch)

Ace Hardware

-

F-12-50

1/4in Nut

Ace Hardware

57255

F-12-60

1/4in Washer

Ace Hardware

56960

F-12-70

Pinch Bolt

Bike

-

W-12-80

Cable Sheath Stop

Bike
Item Description

Vendor
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-

12-90

Vendor Part Number

Project Part
Number

10 inches of: 1 in x 1/8 in x 36 in Plain Steel Flat Bar (Hinge Bar Stock)

Home Depot

204225722

12-100

8 inches of:1 in x 1/8 in x 36 in Plain Steel Flat Bar (Contact Bar Stock) ----> 1 1/4
aluminum Angle

Home Depot

204225722

12-110

1-1/2 in. Zinc-Plated Corner Brace (4-Pack)

Home Depot

202033892

12-120

(Used previously) 3/16 in. Thick x 2 in. Width x 36 in. Length - Black - 60A Durometer
Cut to (6 x 1 in)

Home Depot

314514581

12-130

10 inches from: 1-1/2 in. x 96 in. Aluminum Angle with 1/8 in. Thick

Home Depot

204273989

12-140

3/4 in Single Swivel Socket

Lowe's

737818

13-10

1/4-in Bolt (3/4-inch) Hex Head

Ace Hardware

57409

F-13-20

HaRKEN Micro Block, 22mm, Pulley

Amazon

243

13-30

10-24, bolt (1/2 inch) Hex Head

Ace Hardware

-

F-13-40

(used previously) 7 inches from: 1-1/2 in. x 96 in. Aluminum Angle with 1/16 in. Thick

Home Depot

204273989

13-50

Rear derailer cable housing stop

ModernBike.com

496161

13-60

6-32, 1/2-inch bolt, Flat head

Ace Hardware

-

F-13-70

6-32, Nylon Lock Nut

Ace Hardware

-

F-13-80

12 Gage Sheet Metal (Clutch Front Plate)

McCarthy Tank and
Steel

-

14-10

12 Gage Sheet Metal (Clutch Back Plate)

McCarthy Tank and
Steel

-

14-20

(Previously used) 7 inches cut from: 1-1/2 in x 96 Plain Angle (Clutch Angle Iron)

Home Depot

204273989

14-30

1-in 10-24 Bolt

Ace Hardware

56269

F-14-40

C-Channel: 36x 1/2x 1 1/2 x 1/8 in Steel

Home Depot

88748000197

2 in zinc corner brace

Home Depot

30699154425

1 1/2 in 10-24 Bolt

Ace Hardware

1 3/4 in Spring

Ace Hardware

1-1/4 in. x 96 in. Aluminum Angle with 1/8 in. Thick

Home Depot

204273953

Schwinn Bike Brake and Derailleur Cable Repair Set (81-inch cable, 75-inch sheath)

Amazon

SW76193A
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Appendix Q: Test Procedures and Results
F84 ADAPTIVE VEHICLE CONTROL: TEST PROCEDURES
Test 1: INSTALL/REMOVAL TIME
Purpose:
This test is to verify that the device can be installed and removed in a reasonable amount of time.
In the event that someone else wants to use the car or the device wants to be moved to another
car the user needs to be able to easily install and remove the device from the car.
Scope:
This test pertains to the attachment portion of the device. Though the device will be operational
after installation, the attachment of the device is the only thing of concern for this test.
Equipment:
-

Vehicle intended for use
Third Party Person
Prototype
Stopwatch

Hazards:
-

Sharp Edges

PPE Requirements:
-

Closed toed shoes
Long pants

Test Safety:

Safety Concern
Sharp Edges

Mitigation
-Sharp Edges will be
covered
-Long Pants and closed toe
shoes are required

Facility:
A flat parking spot away from traffic.
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Procedure:
1) The proper installation and removal of the device will be shown to individual preforming the
test.
2) Tester’s will be allowed to ask questions to understand how the device works.
3) Once testers feel comfortable the device will be removed from the car and set next to the car.
4) The tester will then install the device in the car while being timed.
5) Timing starts once the device is touched.
6) The test is considered complete when the device is securing in the car and wiring is adjusted.
7) Timing will be recorded, and the device removed from the car and reset next to it.
8) Depending on number of participants, each tester will install the device between 3 and 5 times.
9) In the event that the device is installed incorrectly to a degree that is unsafe the time will be
recorded, and the cause of the improper installation recorded. This test result will not count
towards the official time of installation results.

Results: (Pass Criteria, Fail Criteria, Number of samples to test)
Pass Criteria: < 2 minutes on 50% of Successful installations.
Time is to be recorded in red if installation was unsuccessful.
Test
Trial

Participant

Install
Time

Removal
time

Total
Time

6.34

2.50

9.24

1

Jake

2

Chris

6.50

3.12

10.02

3

Maria

7.10

3.10

10.20

4

Brian

6.52

3.00

9.52

5

Jake

6.31

2.49

9.20

6:47

3:00

9:48

Average
Percent
Pass

0%

Fail
Performed By: Jake
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Description of failure if
necessary

Installation and removal of
device is too complex to be
done in 4 minutes combined.

Test 2: PEDAL LIFE CYCLE
Purpose:
The purpose of this test is to ensure that our device can survive 1000 cycles of operation.
Scope:
This will test the reliability of our device, specifically the horizontal pedal.
Equipment:
-

Device
User
Intended Vehicle

Hazards:
-

Sharp edges on the device
Tester exhaustion

PPE Requirements:
-

Closed toe shoes
Long pants

Test Safety:

Safety Concern
Sharp Edges on Device

Tester Exhaustion

Mitigation
-Sharp Edges will be
covered
-Long Pants and closed toe
shoes are required
-Test does not need to be
continuous. The tester may
take as many breaks as
needed.

Facility:
This test will be performed in the intended vehicle parked in a flat parking spot away from
traffic.
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Procedure:
1. Park the intended car in a flat parking sport away from traffic.
2. Install device in the vehicle
3. Sit in the driver’s seat and adjust the horizontal pedal so it can be comfortably actuated
with your right knee.
4. Completely actuate the horizontal pedal with your right knee and guide it back to the
original position.
5. Repeat step 4 until the desired number of cycles is reached.
Results:
Pass Criteria:
> 1000 cycles without device malfunction
Test Date(s): 5/08/2021
Test Results:
Pass

Fail
X

Notes: The device survived 209 cycles before it began to malfunction.
We recommend inspecting the amount of play in the hinge before use
to ensure that it is in good working order. Also, a more substantial
hinge would be beneficial to the reliability of the device.

Performed By: Chris
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Test 3: BRAKE ACTUATION TIME
Purpose:
The purpose of this test is to ensure that the device does not obstruct the use of the brake. The
user must be able to press the brake within 1 second of deciding to press the brake.
Scope:
This test has to do with the safety of the device. It is essential to ensure our device does not
impede the use of the brake at any given moment.
Equipment:
-

Vehicle
User
Prototype
Stopwatch
Timer

Hazards:
-

Sharp edges on the device

PPE Requirements:
-

Closed toe shoes
Pants

Test Safety:

Safety Concern
Sharp Edges

Mitigation
-Sharp Edges will be
covered
-Long Pants and closed toe
shoes are required

Facility:
This test will be conducted inside the designated vehicle. The vehicle will be turned off and
parked in a driveway or street.
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Procedure:
1. Drive the vehicle to the designated parking location. Turn off the vehicle before beginning
testing.
2. Have the user for this test adjust the cars seat as they would of operating the vehicle.
3. Properly install the device to the vehicle. Ensure that the device is properly installed to the
dimension of the foot box and properly attach the pedal attachment to the clutch pedal.
Adjust as needed to ensure everything is secured.
4. Have the user enter the and sit in the driver’s seat while the timer enters and sits in the
passenger’s seat. Close all doors.
5. To begin testing, the timer will prompt the user to press on the brake by saying “Go” at an
unexpected random time while simultaneously starting the countdown timer set to 1
second.
6. Once instructed to press the brake, the user must press the brake pedal with their left leg. If
the brake is pressed before the timer goes off it is considered a pass for that run.
7. Disengage the brake pedal and return to your regular seating position.
8. Reset the timer.
9. Repeat steps 5-8 for 9 more times for a total of 10 runs.
Results:
Pass Criteria: < 1 second brake actuation time
Test Date(s): 04/08/2021
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Test Results:
Run

Pass or Fail

1

Pass

2

Pass

3

Pass

4

Pass

5

Pass

6

Pass

7

Pass

8

Pass

9

Pass

10

Pass

Pass

Performed By: Jake
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Test 4: LOAD AT PEDALS (PULL TEST)
Purpose:
The purpose of this test is to ensure that the device does not require excessive force by the user
to actuate the clutch pedal. The results will verify our assumptions and calculations on the input
force required by the user.
Scope:
This test focuses on the force exerted by the user on the contact bar of the horizontal pedal. The
point of application of this force will change the required force, so the point of application will
be the worst case of the possible application points when driving a car normally. The force
necessary at this point of application cannot exceed our maximum.
Equipment:
-

Vehicle intended for device use
Device
Hooked Scale
Small Quick Clamp (with hole in end of metal runner)
Adjustable Crescent Wrench
Hex Key

Hazards:
-

Loads/forces up to 40 lbf
Potential slipping/disconnect of pull
Sharp edges on preliminary prototype

PPE Requirements:
-

Pants
Closed Toed Shoes

Test Safety:
Safety Concern
Heavy lifting

Sharp Edges
Potential
slipping/disconnect of pull

Mitigation
-Single person lifts >40 lbf
-Two people lift > 80 lbf
-Sharp Edges will be
covered
-Long Pants and closed toe
shoes are required
-Do not pull in line with
body
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Facility:
This test will take place in the test vehicle while it is parked on a level surface with the
emergency brake on.
Procedure:
1) Park the test vehicle in a level parking spot away from traffic.
2) Apply the vehicle’s emergency brake.
3) Install the device in the vehicle, ensuring that it is fitted properly to the footbox, clutch
pedal, back of the seat, and the intended user. Use the hex key and crescent wrench to
adjust the device properly to the vehicle.
4) Clamp the quick clamp to the contact bar of the horizontal pedal with the metal runner
pointing towards the front passenger seat. The center of the clamp should be 5 inches
from the wire pull bar.
5) Pass the hook of the hooked scale through the hole in the end of the metal runner of
the quick clamp
6) From the front passenger’s seat, pull on the hooked scale until the horizontal pedal has
pulled the actuation wire over an inch. Hold at this position.
7) Record the force from the scale.
8) Slowly release and let the clutch pull back the wire. Check that the device did not
malfunction during the test (such as twisting at a joint). If the device malfunctioned
make a note of how it malfunctioned next to the measurement and reset the device.
9) Repeat steps 6-8 until 5 good measurements are taken.
10) Average the results and determine if the device passed the test.
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Results:
Pass Criteria: Average Force < 40 lbf
Test Date(s): 4/08/2021
Test Results:

Test Trial

Recorded Force

1

15.8 lbf

2

16.0 lbf

3

14.2 lbf

4

15.2 lbf

5

19.2 lbf

6

15.6 lbf

7

15.6 lbf

8

14.2 lbf

9

22.6 lbf

10

16.2 lbf

Average:

14.5 lbf

Pass
Performed By: Jake
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Uncertainty Calculations
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Test 5: PLANAR DISPLACEMENT
Purpose:
The purpose of this test is to verify that the device will remain immobile in the car to our
specifications, so that its use continues to be effective in actuating the clutch and not become an
obstruction or a danger to the user.
Scope:
This test focuses on the stability of the feet of the horizontal expansion bar. The feet need to
remain immobile in the same location as they are set up to be when first securing the device.
Equipment:
-

2003 Ford Focus or Similar Vehicle
Prototype Device
Tape Measurer/Ruler
Driver
Painter’s Tape

Hazards:
-

Device Becomes Projectile in accident
Sharp Edges on Device

PPE Requirements:
-

Seat Belt
Pants
Closed Toed Shoes

Test Safety:
Safety Concern
Device Becomes Projectile
in accident
Sharp Edges

Mitigation
Rear attachment installed.
-Sharp Edges will be
covered
-Long Pants and closed toe
shoes are required

Facility:
-

A street with speed bumps and a speed limit of 25mph.
o For our test we will be using Pismo Street, between Johnson and Santa Rosa and the
procedure below is written for this loop.
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Procedure:

1) Bring the car and device to any flat continuous road where at least 3 speed bumps are available.
2) Mark with washable marker the center of where each horizontal expansion bar foot will be
installed on the inside of the car.
3) Install the device in the vehicle, placing the center of each foot on the center for the marked
marks.
4) Drive the vehicle to the start of the road with the designated speed bumps.
5) Proceed to drive down the road at 25 mph until you hit all 3 speed bumps.
6) Drive back to the beginning of the road and repeat step 5, two more times for a total of 3 runs.
7) Find a safe flat parking spot close to the end of the road and park the vehicle.
8) Mark the center of the current location of the feet of the horizontal expansion bar.
9) Measure the distance between the original center location and the trial center location on each
side. Record movement in the X-direction, Y-direction, and net distance moved for each foot.
10) Repeat steps 3-9, 9 more times for a total of 10 trials.

Note: The following procedure was used for the Testing of the Adaptive Vehicle Controls
Group
Procedure:

1) Bring the car and the device to Mitchel Park. Park at the Southwest end on Pismo Street.
2) Mark with washable marker the center of where each horizontal expansion bar foot will be
installed on the inside of the car.
3) Install the device in the vehicle, placing the center of each foot on the center for the marked
marks.
4) Drive the vehicle to the start of the driving loop at the intersection of Pismo and Santa Rosa.
5) Take a right on Santa Rosa.
6) Take a right on Marsh St.
7) Take a right on Johnson St.
8) Take a right onto Pismo St.
9) Proceed to drive down Pismo St. at the speed limit. Hit all of the speed bumps at the speed limit
and stop at the intersection of Pismo and Santa Rosa St.
10) Repeat steps 5-9, 2 more times for a total of 3 runs.
11) Park at the West End of Mitchel Park.
12) Mark the center of the current location of the feet of the horizontal expansion bar.
13) Measure the distance between the original center location and the trial center location on each
side. Record movement in the X-direction, Y-direction, and net distance moved for each foot.
14) Repeat steps 3-13 9 more times for a total of 10 trials.
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Results: (Pass Criteria, Fail Criteria, Number of samples to test)
Pass Criteria: < 1 inch in net movement
Test Date(s): 4/07/2021
Test Results:
Left Side
Trial
X-Direction
Movement
[in]
Y-Direction
Movement
[in]
Net Movement
[in]
Right Side
Trial
X-Direction
Movement
[in]
Y-Direction
Movement
[in]
Net Movement
[in]

1
.11’
’

2
.18’
’

3
4
.16’’ .11’’

5
.15’’

6
.13’’

7
.22’’

8
.17’’

9
.18’’

10
.19’’

.11’
’

.23’
’

.22’’ .15’’

.10”

.20’’

.27’’

.14’’

.19’’

.21’’

.16’
’

.29’
’

.27’’ .19’’

.18’’

.24’’

.35’’

.22”

.26’’

.28”

1
.10’
’

2
.14’
’

3
4
.23’’ .16’’

5
.30’’

6
.21’’

7
.23’’

8
.30’’

9
.17’’

10
.16’’

.10’
’

.11’
’

.21’’ .29’’

.10’’

.18’’

.25’’

.24’’

.14’’

.10’’

.14’
’

.18’
’

.31’’ .33’’

.32’’

.28’’

.34’’

.38’’

.22’’

.19’’

Performed By: Brain

Pass
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Test 6: WIRE PULL
Purpose:
The purpose of this test is to verify that the type of wire we will be using in the device will not
break within a given load. Our results will allow us to confirm that safety of the wire being used
in the device.
Scope:
The feature that this test is centered around is the tensile strength of the wire in our device. While
we will not be specifically determining the force required to break to wire, we will still take that
force into account in the event of a break.
Equipment:
-

Wire
5-gallon Bucket (2)
Crimping tool
S hooks (2)
3/16th crimps (2)
1 gallon jug

Hazards:
-

Heavy objects/loads
Wire breaking
Buckets/weight dropping

PPE Requirements:
-

Safety goggles
Close toed shoes
Pants

Test Safety:
Safety Concern
Heavy objects/loads
Wire breaking

Bucket/weight dropping.

Mitigation
-Single person lifts >40 lbf
-Two people lift > 80 lbf
-No more than 6 inches off
the ground
-PPE
-No more than 6 inches off
the ground
-PPE
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Facility:
-

A balcony with an attachment point to secure the cable
A garage with a sink for water

Procedure:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Crimp wire loops on both ends using wire crimping tool
Install top end of wire to attachment on balcony
Attach S hook to bottom loop of wire
Hook buckets onto the bottom end of S hook below wire
Add 1 gallon of water to buckets
Observe integrity of wire and record any damage or failure
Repeat steps 5 and 6 to desired weight rating
Take buckets off wire and empty
Remove wire from the S hook

Results:
Pass Criteria: Intact ≤ 120 lbf
Test Date(s): 4/4/2021
Test Results:

Trial
1
2
3
4
5

Wire Intact?
(Y/N)
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Pass
Performed By: Brian
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Load
40lbf
60lbf
80lbf
100lbf
120lbf

Appendix R: Project Gantt Chart
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